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DEVASTATING EMT

Partisan Dems, GOP can
only agree defense cuts bad
By DONNA CASSATA
Associated Press
WASHINGTON (AP) — The only thing a bitterly partisan
Congress can agree on as it heads for the exits is that looming
defense cuts will have a devastating effect on the military.
No resolution emerged Thursday to avert $55 billion in cuts to
a defense budget of roughly $600 billion, beginning Jan. 2. A
House Armed Services hearing with the Pentagon comptroller
and the services' vice chiefs devolved into finger-pointing
between Republicans and Democrats.
Republicans blamed President Barack Obama and the
Democratic-controlled Senate. Democrats argued that the GOP
must be willing to consider tax increases.
Rep. Silvestre Reyes, D-Texas, summed up the frustration as
one of the least productive and least popular Congresses in history breaks for the Nov.6 election and an eight-week recess with
a long list of work undone.
"Even though I didn't vote for this idiotic, stupid law. I accept
responsibility as part of the Congress, and I think it's up to us to
find the solution. However we do that, we better do it fast," he
said.
As it turns out, the blunt-talking Reyes is one of 11 lawmakers
who lost in a primary and will be leaving Congress.
The Republican-led committee dragged comptroller Robert
Hale and the military leaders to Capitol Hill to describe the
impact of the automatic, across-the-board cuts, which will occur

AP Photo / Flathead Beacon, Lido Vizzutti
Rodrigo Robles, center, celebrates with Lethbridge Wrecking Crew team members as they cross the finish line while racing.in
the first ever Montana Dragon Boat Festival in Bigfork, Mont. earlier this month. The scene will be similar on the Ohio River in
Paducah Saturday when the city hosts its inaugural Dragon Boat Festival in which a team representing Murray State
University's main Murray campus and the MSU-Paducah campus will participate.

FUN ON TIE WATER

II See Page 2

MSU to participate in Ohio River Dragon Boat Festival

Coldwater home destroyed
by fire Wednesday morning

By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Wnter

By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
A fire destroyed a house in the pre-dawn hours Wednesday in
the 8000 block of Ky. 121 in the Coldwater community.
Calloway County Fire-Rescue Chief Tommy Morgan said
units received the call at 1:50 a.m. Wednesday. Upon arrival,
Morgan said the blaze had advanced to a level where the building could not be saved.
"It was a total loss. Fire was already blazing through the roof
so, at that point, all we could do was resort to keeping the fire
from spreading to adjoining structures," Morgan said. "There
was a mechanic's shop next door to the house and a vehicle sitting between the house and the shop so we had to work hard to
keep those from getting hot.-

ne of the newest events in western
Kentucky will have a Murray State
flavor.
A team consisting of students from MSU's
main campus in Murray and the Murray
State University-Paducah campus will participate in Saturday's inaugural Dragon
Boat Festival in Paducah. The event is
expected to attract about 25 teams and fill
the foot of Broadway with spectators for the
event that starts at 9 a.m. on the Ohio River.
"This is a good opportunity for us to get
some positive exposure in the area," said

Brian Van Horn, MSU's dean for
Continuing Education and Academic
Outreach, Thursday. "What's really exciting
here is that we have not only the younger
students (the bulk of'which will consist of
MSU crew team members) but we also will
have non-traditional students, and it's a
good chance for our students (freshman
through senior) from the Murray campus to
learn some things from our non-traditionals.
"What also tends to happen at these things
is we establish contact with a lot of people
who may have gone to college but got a job
before they could finish their studies. They
get to talking with our non-traditionals and
find out that there is a way for them to fin-
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Friday night: Partly cloudy
with a 40 percent chance of
showers. Lows in the lower
50s.
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The National Weather Service
Friday: Partly sunny. A
slight chance of showers and
isolated thunderstorms in the
afternoon. Highs around 80.
Chance of precipitation 20
percent.
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A new Fazoli's
restaurant will be
located at 507
Rushing Way. The
restaurant will be
the first built from
the ground up with
Fazoli's all-new
design. It is
expected to open
in early December.

WEATHER
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ish that last semester they missed."
MSU's team may face a bit of a battle
Saturday, even though crew team members
are experienced with racing on the water.
Dragon Boats are different from what the
crew team uses and most of the other teams
either have previous experience in other
Dragon Boat events, or have perticipated in
practice sessions all week in Paducah.
Schedules for the students are too full during the week to afford taking time to gather
in Paducah for practices, Van Horn said.
"They will have a safety discussion before

Sports
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753-9500
Crime Doesn't Pay...But We Do!

Local company
breaks ground
on restaurant
near Murray
State University

SPECIAL TO THE LEDGER
LEXINGTON, Ky. - Diners in Murray with a
taste for great Italian food will soon have a new
company
enjoy. Local
to
restaurant
TeCaSe,LLC recently broke ground on a
Fazoli's at 507 Rushing Way. The restaurant will
be the first built from the ground up with
Fazoli's all-new design. It is expected to open in
early December.
"Fazoli's, with its fast, fresh Italian food will
be truly unique in Murray," said Terry Parker-
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Fazoli's to introduce new restaurant design in Murray
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Bell, manager."Our great pastas, salads and pizzas, combined with fast service and meals starting at $3.99 will make Fazoli's a perfect choice
for families, as well as for Murray State students, faculty and staff."
Murray guests will be the first to dine in
Fazoli's all new, stand-alone prototype restaurant. Its contemporary, colorful design is a dramatic departure - inside and out - from older

•See Page 2
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Jobless rate rises to 8.5 percent in

Kentucky

News in Brief

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)— Kentucky's jobless
rate has risen slightly to 8.5 percent in the latest
statewide numbers.
The Kentucky Office of Employment and
Training released the updated unemployment rate
on Thursday.
The overall report showed some positive signs,
including an uptick in employment in the mining
and logging sector where 200 jobs were added in
August. That was good news for a sector that had
lost 1,600 jobs over the past year.
The state's trade, transportation and utilities
sector added 2,100 jobs in August. The leisure
and hospitality sector added 900. And the government sector added 800.
Meanwhile, the state's manufacturing sector
lost 500 jobs. The professional and business services sector shed 600 positions. And the educational and health services sector declined by 800
jobs.

Constable arrested after traffic stop
MAYFIELD, Ky.(AP) — A western Kentucky constable has
been arrested after deputies say he went too far in trying to pull a
vehicle over.
WPSD-TV reports Graves County Constable Jeffery Burnett was
charged with four counts of wanton endangerment after allegedly
chasing a vehicle along a highway, shining a bright light at it, and
then passing it and slamming on his brakes to force the vehicle to
stop.
Graves County Chief Deputy Davant Rainage said Bumett's
alleged actions were dangerous and "diminishes public trust."
Burnett declined to comment to the station about the charges.

Police charge youth minister with Internet crime
DANVILLE, Ky.(AP) — Kentucky State Police say they have
charged a central Kentucky youth minister after he allegedly sent
sexual text messages and emails to a 15-year-old girl.
Police say 29-year-old Jonathan David Hall of Danville is
charged with unlawful use of electronics to induce a minor to
engage in sexual activity. The arrest Tuesday came after the girl's
mother found inappropriate messages on her daughter's phone.
Police say Hall used the alias Zachary Blight Carter when communicating with the girl, whom he came into contact with through
his employment at Southland Christian Church in Danville. Police
say they are looking for other possible victims after finding what
iappear to be nude photos of more juvenile girls during a search of
7 Hall's home.
,
Jail records don't indicate whether Hall has an attorney.

AttQJuey reprimanded, used job for
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — An attorney working for the state of Kentucky has been publicly
reprimanded for using resources from his job for
personal profit.
The Kentucky Supreme Court on Thursday
issued the public scolding to Lexington attorney
Matthew Scott Finley after he acknowledged
using a state account with Westlaw to look up
information to answer questions on
JustAnswer.com, a site that routs questions to

experts to answer.
Finley previously settled an Executive Branch
Code of Ethics violation with the state by paying
a $2,000 penalty for the Siffile violation. An
Office of the Inspector General report concluded
that Finley used Westlaw 36 times to search for
answers.

Court orders hearing on exposure to
Facebook
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP)— The Kentucky
Supreme Court has ordered a judge to consider
whether the deliberations of jurors in a murder
trial were tainted by their exposure to the
Facebo9k page of the victim's mother.
The high court on Thursday sent back the case
of 28-year-old Ross Brandon Sluss, convicted of
murder in Martin County in 2010.
In a precedent-setting ruling, Justice Mary
Noble ordered Circuit Judge John David Preston
to hold a hearing on whether jurors were truthful
in pretrial questioning and to what, if any, extent
exposure to the Facebook page of the victim's
mother created a miscarriage of justice in Sluss'
conviction.

Delgreqstent taxpayers offered
am
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — People and businesses owing back taxes will be able to pay up
under an amnesty period that begins on Oct. 1 in
Kentucky.
Finance Secretary Lon Flanery said Thursday
the amnesty offer is intended to generate muchneeded revenue for state government by encouraging delinquent taxpayers to come forward
without facing penalties and interest.

on the bow and also has one person designated to beat on a
drum that sets the rowing
rhythm for the team.
"Each boat also will have a
Yates said the foundation for professional steersman, who is
the Paducah event was set more in charge of instructing each
than a year ago by a group from team," said Wendy Yates, events
Canada that conducts these coordinator. "You have 10 rowevents throughout the world.
ers on each side and they race a
She said history shows that
few times during the day, and
there is good a chance Paducah
what's really great is this can be
will become a permanent home
someone 12 or 112. I think
for
for a Dragon Boat festival as
is what really entices people
that
communities have enjoyed
part of this."
be
to
each
with
heavier participation
The event, a fundraiser for
passing year.
Dragon Boats are based on Paducah's River Discovery
Chinese culture. Each boat — Center, is free and open to the
holding a crew of about 20 row- public and is expected to continers — features a dragon's head ue through 4 p.m. Saturday.

College Book Rental files suit, •Dragon Boat Festival...
thing together. I was shocked
restraining order against Jones From Front
how quickly they learned."
.By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
Rental
Book
College
Company, which was formerly
managed by Murray businessman Chuck Jones, has filed a
lawsuit and restraining order
against Jones in Calloway
Circuit Court.
The lawsuit was filed on
Thursday along with a restraining order, which was signed by
Circuit Judge Dennis Foust. For
background, the complaint lists
several previous lawsuits filed
against Jones, including one
filed in U.S. District Court for
District of
Western
the
Kentucky in February 2012 by
,Jones: business partner, David
:Orilth.Of Nashville Tenn:That
lawsuit was settled after it was
Ideterminett that _Qriffip:s
request would be met to appoint
:a consultant to manage several
of Jones' companies.
Jones later stepped down as
CEO of Integrated Computer
Solutions, College Book Rental
Company, Southeastern Book
Blackrock
and
Company
Investments. Myles MacDonald
Nashville-based
the
of
KraftCPAs Turnaround &
Restructuring was appointed as
the consultant to run the companies.
The lawsuit filed by College
Book Rental (CBR)alleges that
after MacDonald began his consulting duties with the company,
he began "discovering numerous problems and irregularities
at CBR, including with respect
to CBR's inventory." The complaint states that MacDonald
met with Security Bank & Trust
Company to discuss outstanding loan obligations and was

told by the bank about a compaBook
Global
ny called
complaint
Resellers. The
alleges that Global Book
Resellers ,is controlled "in
whole or in part" by Jones.
Security Bank further disclosed to MacDonald that it had
ordered a book from Global
Book Resellers on Amazon.com
and that the book bore a fixed
asset number from CBR, identifying it as an apparent asset of
CBR, according to the lawsuit.
The complaint further alleges
that Jones took international
editions of textbooks and had
them rebound to appear to be
U.S. editions.
..- ing order . tithed
The-.restram
.by Foust said the court found
that CBR would !Ask be
"immediately and irreparably
injured without the issuance of a
restraining order and temporary
injunction." The "order forbids
Jones and his wife, Sarah Jones,
CA Jones Management Group
and Global Book Resellers from
"using, altering, selling, renting
or otherwise transferring or disposing any asset that (1) was
acquired with CBR funds or
other assets,(2) was acquired in
the name of CBR, (3) was
shipped with CBR funds or
other assets,(4) was ever at any
time an asset of CBR, or (5)
bears or has ever borne a CBR
fixed asset number or other
CBR designation, other than to
return assets to CBR ..."
Individuals are presumed
innocent until proven guilty,
and the complaint filed in
Calloway Circuit Court represents only one side of an issue.

things start so we think that'll
help us prepare for the races,"
he said. "Plus I think our students will get the hang of it pretty quickly. We'll do OK."
"Oh, they'll do fine," predicted Wendy Yates, events coordinator, who bases her opinion off
what she has seen from the other
teams' practices this week. "It is
very easy to pick up. There were
a lot of teams that were a bit
worried before they began practicing, and they did have some
trouble at first. Within 20 minutes, though, they had every-

•Defense cuts...
From Front
'Ctihrls'ihitsuntbettlittfe'tip
with a defiaii-Cuitinj Pia that
Obama cart sign into latv.
-TfielTrThitTionizaaataiirto
defense and domestic programs,
combined with the expiration of
Bush-era tax cuts at the end of
the year, have been called the
"fiscal cliff." Budget analysts
warn that the combination could
send the economy back into a
recession.
The across-the-board cuts
were devised as part of last summer's budget and debt deal
between Obama and congressional Republicans. They were
intended to drive a budget
supercommittee — evenly
divided between Democrats and
Republicans — to strike a compromise. But the panel deadlocked, and only recriminations
have emerged.
Hale echoed previous testimony from administration officials
about the specific impact — less
training for warfighters heading
to Afghanistan, fewer ships and
aircraft and possible furloughs
for the military's civilian

•Fire...

employees.
"We would have fewer options
to respond quickly tiy emerging
warned.
Hale
crises,"
"Inevitably, this .will require
changes to the national security
strategy that was put into effect
last January and which we think
remains the right one for the
times."
And if the law changes in
some way to ease the cuts? Hale
dismissed that idea.
"We need to avoid this thing,
not try to make it better. I'd like
to offer you an analogy. If
you're driving into a brick wall
at 60 miles an hour, let's find a
way to avoid the wall, not figure
out a way to pick up the pieces
after we hit it," the comptroller
said.
The panel's chairman, Rep.
Howard "Buck" McKeon, RCalif., painted an even more dire
picture.
"As far as I'm concerned, the
Defense Department shuts down
January 2," he said.
in
expectation
The
Washington is that the election
will break the logjam, and

4
/

foi
babtes

From Front
Morgan said nine units
responded from stations in
Murray, Lynn Grove, Kirksey
and Harris Grove. The house
was unoccupied at the time of
the blaze and no firefighters
were injured. Units were on the
scene for several hours.
"This was a tough one for us
because we had to keep going
back (into Murray) for water to
fight the fire. Out in the county
like that, you're going to face
that, so that's why we had to
have so many trucks on this
one. You have to have enough
to continue fighting the fire
while others are off getting
water. Then they take over
when the others run out,
Morgan said, noting that the
owners of the building told him
that they were in the process of
renovating the interior of the
house.
Morgan said, as is standard
procedure. the Kentucky State
Fire Marshal's Office will be
contacted for possible investigation into the blaze. If the fire
marshal's office does seek an
investigation. Morgan felt that
would happen Friday or sometime early next week.

•Fazoli's...
From Front

restaurants. The new restaurant
will be 2,800 square feet and
seat 75 guests. Hiring of
approximately 30 associates
will begin in November.
"We had been looking for the
right franchisee and location to
build this new prototype, and
we are very excited to be working- with Terry and TeCaSe on
this important project," said
Carl Howard, Fazoli's president
and CEO. "They are a great
partner and we are confident
Congress and the administration
the Murray community will
that
will work out a solution in a
enjoy the new Fazoli's."
really
jam-packed lame-duck session.
Guests who have not visited
The remarks from Republicans
Fazoli's recently will discover it
and Democrats suggest they
have miles to go toward reach- has upgraded its menu and
added dining room meal deliving any agreement.
Republicans who voted for the CrY..Fo6a is now served on real
law implementing the cuts plates, and guests use real silargued that the across-the-board
verware. An extensive new
reductions were Obama's idea. service and hospitality initiative
Several GOP members accused
was launched earlier this year.
the president of being AWOL in
Famous for its unlimited breadthe midst of a crisis.
sticks, Fazoli's offers drive"It's time for him to lead, folthrough service and catering.
low or get the hell out of the
way of this country,- said Rep. Fazoli's, owns or franchises
approximately 220 restaurants
Austin Scott, R-Ga.
nationwide.
Democrat.
top
panel's
The
For more information
of
Smith
Adam
Rep.
Washington state, said lawmakwww.fazolis.com.
ers need to be realistic about
what must be done.
U.S. unemployment
"Stop pretending that we can
awful
how
bang the table about
claims fell last week
the deficit is and then shy away
WASHINGTON (AP) —The
from any of the steps necessary
of Americans seeking
number
to cut spending or raise revenue
benefits fell
to deal with it," Smith said. unemployment
to a seaslightly
week
last
only
"That's the fundamental denial
The
sonally
382.000.
adjusted
that we have to deal with to preremains
level
hiring
suggests
vent this problem from becomweak.
ing very, very great come
The Labor Department said
January."
Thursday that applications
declined by 3,(X)0 from the previous week, which was revised
up. The four-week average, a
less volatile measure, rase for
the fifth straight week to
377,750, the highest level in
nearly three months.
Applications were skewed
higher two weeks ago by the
fallout from Hurricane Isaac. A
Labor Department spokesman
said there were no special factors last week.
Weekly applications are a
proxy for layoffs.
f When they
consistently
lo
375,000, it typically suggests
hiring is strong enough to lower
the unemployment rate.

is now
availabte a
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Open
Mon.-Fri.
10-5 &
Saturday
10-4

Home of
AU Things
Nursery

Children's Clothing & Accessories

270-753-7534
209 N. 12th St. 111
Murray, KY
www.plaidrabbitmurray.com

By MPD Officer
Sgt. Scott Svebakken
MURRAY, Ky. - Activity for
the Murray Police Department
for Sept. 9-15 was as follows:
MI Traffic stops
46
IIII Reckless driver
2
complaints
4
•Motorist assists
II Burglaries/ theft
12
•Animal complaints
7
III Noise complaints
17
III Domestic disturbance
8
II Traffic accidents
32
- Jeff Liles, Police Chief
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Issa: IG report ' Official says new law shouldn't impede doctors
step toward
restoring faith
By PETE YOST
Associated Press
WASHINGTON (AP) — A
Republican House committee
chairman said Thursday that a
watchdog report on a bungled
gun-trafficking
probe
in
Arizona is a huge step toward
restoring public faith in the
Justice Department.
Republicans on the House
Oversight and Government
Reform Committee praised the
findings of Inspector General
Michael Horowitz, who faulted
the agency for misguided strategies, errors in judgment and
management failures in an operation that he said disregarded
public safety and allowed hundreds of guns to reach Mexican
drug gangs.
"There needs to be supervision; there needs to be oversight," and law enforcement
operations like Fast and Furious
need to be referred at the start to
"the highest levels" of the
department, Horowitz testified.
His report faulted mid-level and
senior officials for not briefing
Attorney General Eric Holder
much earlier.
The report proves "to both
sides of the aisle that you
could" do the job of looking
into the facts of Operation Fast
and Furious,"and I want to personally thank you," Committee
Chairman Rep. Darrell Issa, RCalif., told Horowitz.
The inspector general was
walking a fine political line
between vociferous Republican
criticisms of the operation
begun during the Obama
administration and Democratic
defenses of Holder.
"We found no evidence that
the attorney general was aware"
of Operation Fast and Furious
or the much-disputed gun-walking tactic associated with it,
Horowitz told Democratic delegate Eleanor Holmes Norton of
the District of Columbia.
House Republicans see the
IG's report as vindication
because it criticizes one of their
Holder's
targets:
favorite
Justice Department.
Issa has maintained for
months that affidavits in stillsealed wiretap applications in
Operation Fast and Furious
could have tipped off Justice
Department lawyers that agents
were using the risky tactic
called gun-walking, which was
at the heart of the controversy
and led to hundreds of illicitly
acquired guns being recovered
from crime scenes in the U.S.
and Mexico. Horowitz agreed
with Issa.
"You would read these ... affidavits and see many red flags,
in our view," said Horowitz.
"We interviewed three of the
five" lawyers who reviewed the
14 wiretap applications, and
"all three indicated that they did
not routinely read the affidavits
when they came to them."
Democrats have suggested
there is nothing in the applications that would have caused
senior officials to see any red

flags.
While critical, the 1G's report
knocks down some of the many
accusations Republicans have
made about the Obama administration during their year-anda-half-long investigation of the
operation by the Justice
of
Department's
Bureau
Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and
Explosives.
"We found no evidence" that
staff at the department or at ATF
informed the attorney general
about Operation Fast and
Furious before 2011, the report
says. The operation begin in
Phoenix in late 2009.
Deputy
Acting
Former
Attorney General Gary Grindler
on
briefing
a
received
Operation Fast and Furious in
2010.
"We found, however, that the
briefing failed to alert Grindler
to problems in the investigation," the report says.
"We found no evidence to
suggest" that Assistant Attorney
General Lanny Breuer, head of
the Justice Department's criminal division, was aware that the
ATF and the U.S. Attorney's
Office in Arizona had adopted a
strategy of not interdicting
firearms, the report adds.
Still, the inspector general's
report provided some validation
for the Republican-led investigation.
The inspector general referred
14 people for possible department disciplinary action in
Operation Fast and Furious and
a separate, earlier probe known
as Wide Receiver, undertaken
during the George W. Bush
administration — Grindler,
Breuer and two other people
from the Justice Department.
four from ATF headquarters,
four at ATF in Phoenix and two
from the U.S. Attorney's Office
in Phoenix.
A former head of the ATF,
Kenneth Melson, and a deputy
assistant attorney general in
Justice's criminal division in
Washington, Jason Weinstein,
left the department upon the
report's release Wednesday —
the first by retirement, the second by resignation.
Operation Fast and Furious
involved "gun-walking,- an
experimental tactic barred
under longstanding department
policy. ATF agents in Arizona
allowed suspected straw purchasers, in these cases believed
to be working for Mexican drug
gangs, to leave Phoenix-area
gun stores with weapons in
order to track them and bring
charges against gun-smuggling
kingpins who long had eluded
prosecution, but they lost track
of most of the guns.
Two of the 2,000 weapons
thought to have been acquired
by illicit buyers in the Fast and
Furious investigation were
recovered at the scene of a
shootout that claimed the life of
U.S. border agent Brian Terry.
About 1,400 of the total have
yet to be recovered.

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) - that prohibits physicians from
State
health officials in prescribing controlled subKentucky are disputing claims stances,' Rodman said.'We ge t
that a new prescription drug law that a lot from patients, and we
is hindering access to good try to explain that.'
medical care.
State Office of Inspector
Legislation passed earlier this General
assistant
deputy
year that requires physicians to Stephanie Hold had similar testap into the state's prescription timony and offered a list of 19
monitoring system to review misconceptions expressed by
doctors about using the state's
their patients' drug histories.
Lawmakers have called the drug
system
tracking
step critical in fighting prescrip- Kentucky
All
Schedule
tion drug abuse in the state, Prescription
Electronic
where more people have been Reporting, or KASPER.
dying from overdoses than car
Although Hold said there have
wrecks, but have gotten a multi- been some glitches with the systude of complaints about the tem, she added that the requirement for doctors to check
regulations being excessive.
The
Courier-Journal KASPER before prescriptions
(http://cjky.it/QF7hil) reports are written "should not impede
Kentucky Board of Medical them in any way."
The statements came as a state
Licensure Executive Director
testified oversight committee reviews
Mike
Rodman
Wednesday before a legislative the law. The panel heard last
committee and said most com- month from physicians who
plaints are based on misunder- complained about the new regustandings of the law and its lations.
intent.
Hopkinsville Democrat Rep.
"There is nothing in House John Tilley, who is co-chair of
Bill I or the board's regulations the panel, said every lawmaker

WASHINGTON (AP) —
Former Minnesota Gov. Tim
Pawlenty has resigned as a
of
co-chairman
national
Republican Mitt Romney's
presidential campaign to lobby
for Wall Street. He has also
ruled out a run for governor or
Senate in Minnesota in 2014.
Services
Financial
The
announced
Roundtable
Thursday that Pawlenty will
become its new president and
chief executive officer on
November I. Pawlenty adviser
Brian McClung told The
Associated Press that Pawlenty
ruled out the races as he prepared to take the job heading
the Wall Street lobbying group.
"With this new position,
Governor Pawlenty is taking
off the table running for U.S.
Senate or governor in 2014,"
McClung said in an email.
Pawlenty did not immediately
respond to an email seeking
comment.
Pawlenty was an early entrant
in the Republican presidential
campaign. but he ended his bid
last year after a poor showing
in the Iowa caucuses. He was
also a finalist to be Romney's
vice presidential running mate.
Services
Financial
The
Roundtable said in a press
release that Pawlenty was stepping down from the campaign
because the group is a bipartisan organization.
Pawlenty was twice elected
governor of Minnesota, in 2002
and 2006. His 2006 win was
the last time a Republican won
statewide in Minnesota. Now
Republicans will be looking for
candidates to take on U.S. Sen.
Al Franken and Gov. Mark
Dayton in 2014, when they will
be running for second terms.

ty for
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_32
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paign for the White House, Most people will not have to
Obama pledged not to raise worry about the requirement
taxes on individuals making less since they already have coverthan $200,000 a year and cou- age through employers, governples making less than $250,000. ment programs like Medicare or
And the budget office analysis by buying their own policies.
A spokeswoman for the
found that nearly 80 percent of
those who'll face the penalty Obama administration said 98
would be making up to or less percent of Americans will not be
than five times the federal affected by the tax penalty —
poverty level. Currently that and suggested that those who
would work out to $55,850 or will be should face up to their
less for an individual and civic responsibilities.
"This (analysis) doesn't
$115,250 or less for a family of
change the basic fact that the
four.
Average penalty: about $1,200 individual responsibility policy
will only affect people who can
in 2016.
"The bad news and broken afford health care but choose not
promises from Obamacare just to buy it," said Erin Shields Britt
keep piling up." said Rep. Dave of the Health and Human
Camp, R-Mich., chairman of the Services Department."We're no
House Ways and Means longer going to subsidize the
Committee, who wants to repeal care of those who can afford to
buy insurance but make a choice
the law.
Starting in 2014, virtually not td buy it."
The budget office said most of
every legal resident of the U.S.
will be required to carry health the increase in its estimate is due
insurance or face a tax penalty, to changes in underlying projecwith exemptions for financial tions about the economy, incorhardship, religious objections porating the effects of new fedand certain other circumstances. eral legislation.

tive liaison for Gov. Steve
Beshear, "told lawmakers that
the administration and industry
groups have met to consider
changes that would clarify the
regulations.
She said proposed changes
would be available for review
next week.

Judges seem skeptical of CIA secrecy of drones
WASHINGTON (API -Federal appeals court judges are
questioning the CIA's efforts to
block information on the use of
unmanned drones to kill suspected terrorists.
A lower court federal judge
sided with the CIA last year,
dismissing a lawsuit by the
American Civil Liberties Union
seeking records about the use of
drones. In response to an
ACLU Freedom of Information
Act request, the CIA refused to
confirm or deny the existence of
responsive records.
The ACLU counters that sev-

Pawlenty
resigns from
Romney camp
to lobby

eral high-ranking officials, from
then-CIA Director Leon Panetta
to President Barack Obama,
have publicly acknowledged the
use of drones.
Judge Merrick Garland suggested at a hearing Thursday
that a speech this year by
President Barack Obama's
counterterrorism chief, John
Brennan, amounted to an official acknowledgment of the
CIA drone program.
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Crittenden County
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Tax penalty to hit nearly 6M people
By RICARDO ALONSOZALDIVAR
Associated Press
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Nearly 6 million Americans —
significantly more than first estimated— will face a tax penalty
Barack
President
under
Obama's health overhaul for not
getting insurance, congressional
analysts said Wednesday. Most
would be in the middle class.
The new estimate amounts to
an inconvenient fact for the
administration, a reminder of
what critics see as broken promises.
The numbers from the nonpartisan Congressional Budget
Office are 50 percent higher
than a previous projection by the
same office in 2010, shortly
after the law passed. The earlier
estimate found 4 million people
would be affected in 2016, when
the penalty is fully in effect.
That's still only a sliver of the
population, given that more than
ISO million people currently are
covered by employer plans.
Nonetheless, in his first cam-

has heard concerns about he
law.
"A number of these are misconceptions, but there are some
that certainly have truth in them
that need discussion after we
can distill what is fact and what
is myth," h e said.
Kate Wood Foster, a legisla-

•

Union County
Massac County
Trigg County
Todd County Central
Henry County (KY)

Paragould (AR)
Warren East
Allen County-Scottsville
Warren Cental
Henry County (TN)
Calloway County
Madisonville-North Hopkins

12:15 a.m.
12:30 a.m.
12:45 p.m.
1:00 p.m.
1:15 p.m.
1:30 p.m.
1:45 p.m.
2:00 p.m.

Break
AAAAA
AAAAA
AAAAA
AAAAA
AAAAA
AAAAA
AAAAA
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11:45 a.m.

Break
AAA
AAA
AAA
AAAA
AAAA
AAAA
AAAA

10:30 a.m.
10:45 a.m.
11:00 a.m.
11:15 a.m.
11:30 a.m.

Grayson County
Muhlenberg County
Daviess County
Graves County
Marshall County
Meade County
Barren County

Murray State Racer Band

2:15 p.m.
2:30 p.m.
2:45 p.m.
3:00 p.m.
3:15 p.m.
3:30 p.m.
3:45 p.m.
4 p.m.

Star Spangled Banner - 5:15 p.m.
Finals Competition Begins 6:15 p.m.
Racer Band Performance 9:30 p.m.
Awards 9:45 p.m.
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Hard for both sides to
focus on economy
For months, all the major
polls have identified the economy as the No. 1 presidential
election issue. But it drifts in
and out of focus on the campaign trail as first one side
and then the other becomes
occupied with something else.
Republican challenger Mitt
Romney keeps trying to swing
attention back to the dour jobs
outlook and President Barack
Obama's economic stewardship.
But Romney keeps getting
knocked off course.
Right now, he's trying to
reset his campaign strategy, yet
again, to spell out more clearly — in the nearly two weeks
before the first presidential
debate — just what he'd do
as president to help lift Atnericans' economic plight.
- But he's still reeling from
the adverse fallout from his
videotaped comments about
Americans who don't pay taxes.
He's even got a new campaign line he's started using:
"My campaign is about the
100 percent in America."
It's an attempted comeback
from his controversial assertion in the video that '47 percent" of Americans don't pay
income taxes, "see themselves
as victims," and are dependent on the federal government.
Obama was also knocked

off stride a
bit by his
"you didn't
build that"
remarks in
July. And
he's undergone campaign strategy resets
several
times.
The
Both
Race
Obama's and By Tom Raum
Romney's
Associated
campaigns
Press Writer
have been
by
roiled
violence in the Middle East
and the killings of four Americans in Libya, including the
U.S. ambassador.
Another reason the campaign dialogue shifts away from
the economy so often is that
nothing much has changed lately. Job creation and economic
growth are proceeding at a glacial pace.
Both candidates were spending more time campaigning in
swing states and both were in
Florida on Thursday. Obama
had events in the Miami area
and in Tampa, Romney in Sarasota.
Follow Tom Raum on Twitter: http:/Avww.twittercom/tomraum.

OUR READERS
WRITE
To the Editor:
The Concerned Taxpayers of Western Kentucky (The Tea
Party) are a non-partisan and non-denominational grassroots
organization.
We. fcel, incumbent .trt, tbts 2012 Election to ideptity and
endorse candidates who come closest to out strong conservative values and principals.
Among these are
I. LIMITED GOVERNMENT: We support limits on the
federal government as guaranteed by the 10th Amendment of
the United States Constitution:
2. GOVERNMENT SPENDING: We support balanced federal and state budgets and the spending limits necessary to
address and reduce the long term budget deficits;
3. EDUCATION: We support the initiation of a voucher
system and the building of charter schools in Kentucky.
4. ABORTION: We are Pro-Life and support the passing of
both The Women's Right to Know Act and The Life at Conception Act.
5. GUN CONTROL: We support whole-heartedly the intent
of the Founding Fathers to protect American citizens' right to
keep and bear arms as guaranteed by the 2nd Amendment.
6. TERM LIMITS: We are committed to bring about term
limits for all political offices;
7. MARRIAGES: We support the definition of marriage as
a union between one man and one woman.
We endorse STAN HUMPHRIES (District #1) for the Kentucky State Senate, KENNY IMES (District 5) and RICHARD
HEATH (District /2) for the Kentucky State House. We encourage them to go and shake up Frankfort and do their part to
change Big Government policies.
Thanks kindly,
Dan Walker, Program Chm.
Concerned Taxpayers of W.
The Tea Pam
Murray, Ky.

had taken root in my feeble
mind.
The serious idea of a place
of one's own, separate from a
room of one's own, came with
the reading of Michael Pollan's book of that name. Pollan later achieved great fame,
and deservedly so, with his
books on food and the origins
of the food that we place on
our tables. but,"A Place. of
My Own: The Education of
an Amateur Builder- predated
"An Omnivore's Dilemma" and
"Food Rules "and "In Defense
of Food- and all the other volumes that have made him a
guru of the slow food movement in America.
While I loved all of Pollan's food books, I also
devoured "A Place of My Own."
or Pollan's cabin book. And
while I could never do what
Pollan did — that is, build a
backyard cabin largely with his
own hands — the book resurrected my dreams again. And
that is largely the reason that
Pollan wanted the cabin to
start with. It would be a place
..to write, to be sure, but it
would also be a place to dream,
or to be more precise. to daydream.
Pollan justified his cabin as

a place to
work, but
he
when
came across
"a beautiful,
quirky 1958
book"
called The
Poetics of
by
Space
the French
writer Gas- Home and
Away
n
t0
By James
Bachelard.
Duane Bolin
found
he
the Ledger & Times
that
Columnist
frenchman
had written
"some of the deeper springs
of my wish.- According to
Bachelard, the purpose of any
space was this: "the house shelters daydreaming. the house
protects the dreamer, the house
allows one to dream in peace."
Now, Pollan knew that "daydreaming does not enjoy
tremendous prestige in our culture. which tends to regard it
as unproductive thought. Writers perhaps appreciate its importance better than most, since
a fair amount of what they
call work consists of little more
than daydreaming edited.- But,
according to Pollan. "anyone
who reads for pleasure should

prize 'daydreaming] too, for
what is reading a good book
but a daydream at second
hand?"
For Pollan, daydreaming is
"a psychological necessity. For
isn't it in our daydreams that
we acquire some sense of what
we are abouer "Daydreaming
is where we go to cultivate
the self," Pollan writes, "or,
more likely, selves, out of the
view or earshot of other people." "Without its daydreams.
the self is apt to shrink down
to the size and shape of the
estimation of others," Pollan
concludes.
We all know that daydreaming takes "a certain degree of
solitude.- And that's where a
cabin, or even a shed or a
shack, separate from the house
one lives in, of course, becomes
important. At least that is the
way my thought process went.
We will continue this saga next
week. It will take, however.
some daydreaming to tell the
story accurately.
Duane Bolin teaches in the
Department of History at Murray State University. Contact
at
Duane
state.edu.
JBolin@murray
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Evelyn and I had a June to
engagement.
December
Although it was not very long,
it was long enough to dream
about our future lives together. We talked about faith, children, work, and where we
would like to live. We talked
about the romance of living
in a log cabin back in the
woods somewhere. As it turned
out, 1 think I could have handled the isolation of a cabin
in the woods just fine, but it
became clear that Evelyn is
much too social a person to
live very long away from community life (church, school,
neighborhood).
So, the idea of a rural home
away from a town was scrapped.
Both of us had grown up in
small towns and knew nothing about big city life except
as visitors, so New York or
Chicago or even Louisville
seemed out of the question.
We have lived always, then,
in small towns, and we have
enjoyed small town living very
much. And while Evelyn probably forgot altogether our
engagement cabin discussions,
it seems that I never did. The
seed of the idea of a cabin.
or at least a shack or a shed,
had already been planted and

Ky.

Opinions expressed on the Forum page do not
necessarily reflect the editorial opinion of the
Murray Ledger & Times.
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Ask any American about the
Constitution, and you might
be surprised (and appalled) to
learn that there are many misconceptions about this important and enduring document.
According to a survey of 600
students conducted in 2010 by
the National Constitution Center, 59 percent of respondents
knew the names of the Three
Stooges, while only 41 percent could name the three
branches of the U.S. government.
More bad news from the
same study: Bill Gates was
correctly identified as the
founder of Microsoft by 58
percent, while only 2 percent
knew that James Madison is
known as the Father of the
Constitution.
The good news is that all
this week, schools throughout
the region are celebrating September 17 as National Constitution Day, and some are devoting the whole week to a range
of related activities
Here at Murray Elementary.
third
Bloodworth's
Holly
graders are rebeatsing a play
about the writing of the Constitutiosi, apd they will be performing it some time next week.
In Graves County. fifth grade
teacher Anne Allen at Farmington Elementary is kicking off
a unit that poses the corn-

pelting question: What's so special about representative democracy? Ms. Allen's classes will
be comparing the Iroquois Confederacy and the U.S. Constitution. Students will be challenged to read and analyze primary and secondary documents
and to do some analytical thinking about how the Constitution has developed and what
factors influenced its development.
With her Government classes at Henderson County High
School, Ginger Stovall will be
celebrating the Constitution. "I
arrange my room into six tables
and each table has a puzzle
or game about the Constitution and/or the Bill of Rights,"
Ms. Stovall reports.
"Since this is an American
Studies class," she continues,
"the students have been introduced to the Constitution and
are familiar with some of the
questions.- For questions that
have not yet been examined,
there will be discussions."Class
moves fast," Ms. Stovall says.
adding that the students are
engaged the entire time because
they are not only playing a
game, but learning and discussing important aspects of
the Constitution too. .
In Marion, Tammy Brantley and the other fifth grade
teachers have some surprises

in store for
stutheir
at
dents
Crittenden
Elementary.
RepresentaMike
tive
Cherry will
be a guest
speaker.
addressing
fifth graders
Main Street
his
about
By Constance
role in state
Alexander
government.
Ledger & Times
RepresentaColumnist
tive Cherry
is expected
to describe specific laws that
affect the well-being of children in Kentucky, for example seatbelt and anti-bullying
laws.
"He reads a picture book
about the Constitution," Tammy
Brantley says, "and explains
how the Constitution impacts
his decisions today."
Student teachers from Murray State University are also
involved in the process in Crittenden County. Two are dressing up as James and Dolly
Madison to explain, in character and in costume, their role
in creating the Constitution and
in saving irreplaceable documents when the White House
nearly burned down in 1814.
Janet Hummel, who teach-

Cs in the •Fulton Independent
schools, is using instructional
tools she received from
TAHOE, a grant project to
improve the teaching of American history. Ms. Hununel is
making use of a cd and audio
visual presentations as part of
her plan. "We are going to go
through those," she explained
via email, "and we'll also do
a writing activity to go with
it. So excited!"
Patricia Oakley, of Murray
State University's Kentucky
Academy of Technology Education (KATE) developed a
short video on the Constitution, and compiled a packet
of teaching resources available
online. The video can he
at
accessed
https://skydrive.live.com/redir?r
esid=DA II 024B2790806D!118
52, and the teaching resources
on
are
https://skydrive.live.corn/redir?r
esid=DA I I 024B2790806D!118
52.
To find out if you are as
smart as a 5th grader when it
comes to the Constitution, there
are Constitution Day quizzes
available through Scholastic, at
http://sc holastic cotn/brov;sefq a
iz.jsp?id.
Read Main Street online at
www.murrayledger com. Contact the columnist directly at
cacalexander@hotmaiLeom.

imes

Obituaries
Woodrow Futrell
Woodrow Futrell, 97, of Murray, died Wednesday. Sept. 19, 2012,
at the Marshall County Hospital in Benton.
He was a member of Church Grove United Methodist Church and
Temple Hill Masonic Lodge F&AM Lodge 0276. He was a maintenance welder for National Carbide in Calvert City
and was a United States Navy veteran of World
War 11.
He was born in Calloway County on Dec. 29,
1915 to the late Eucley Cnt and Emma Houston
Futrell. In addition to his parents, he is also preceded in death by his wife, Frances Holland Futrell; as well as four
sisters, three brothers, two great-grandchildren, one great-greatgrandchild.
He is survived by his daughter, Jeanna Robertson and husband.
Herchell of Murray; three grandchildren, Debbie Moreland and husband, Brian of Wingo, Sandy Pace and husband. Michael of Hardin,
Barbara Harper of Hazel; seven great-grandchildren and six greatgreat-grandchildren.
Funeral services will be held 11 a.m. Friday. Sept. 21, 2012 in the
chapel of the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Jimmy Stom will officiate with burial to follow in the Holland Cemetery.
Visitation will be held from 5-8 p.m. tonight, Thursday. Sept. 20
at the funeral home.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to The Gideons of Murray,
P.O. Box 931, Murray, KY 42071.
Online condolences may be made at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome. J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
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Robert Lee Kelley Jr., 67 of Frankfort passed away on Sept. 17,
2012, at his home surrounded by his wife and daughter. He was born
in Murray to Robert and Earlene Stubblefield Kelley. A brother
William Earl Kelley soon followed. Earlene Kelley died in January
of 1959. Later Mr. Kelley met and married Jane Black from
Richmond, Kentucky. The family moved to Frankfort in August
1960 where Mr. Kelley worked for the State Department of
Education; and Jane Kelley began teaching Home Economics and
Franklin County High School.
Robert Jr. married Diana Hubbard in July 1968. Bob a registered
pharmacist opened the first of two stores of what is now called
Franklin Square Shopping Center. Bob opened Taylor Drugs Store.
In 1983 Bob went to work for State Government Drug Enforcement
as an investigator where he remained until his retirement until
November 2006.
Bob Kelley leaves behind his wife of 44 years Diana; a daughter,
Kathryn Lynn Kelley McCrystal; a son-in-law, Travis Matthew
McCrystal; and three granddaughters, Kennedy Kelley McCrystal
14, Alanna Grace McCrystal 7 and her twin sister Alyssa Faith
McCrystal. In addition he leaves behind a brother William Earl
Kelley; and his wife Pam Kelley; a niece Jessica Kelley Moore and
family and a nephew William Earl Kelley Jr. and family.
Pallbearers are, Will Kelley, Dan Kelley, Chris Johnson, Callie
Walker, Les Wainscott and Trey Tillet. Honorary Pallbearers are,
Jerry Goins, Robert Noel, Al Abner and Blaine Gritton.
Visitation was held on Sept. 14th, 2012 at LeCompte, JohnsonTaylor Funeral Home from 5pm - 8pm. Thursday, Sept. 20th, 2012
at the First United Methodist Church visitation will be 10 a.m. II:30 a.m. and the funeral will begin at 11:30 a.m. officiated by
Wayne Sayre and the burial will be at Sunset Memorial Gardens.
Expressions of sympathy in Memory of Bob Kelley are to be
made to Hospice of the Bluegrass in Honor of the -Tan Team".
This is a paid obituary.

David A. Lahaie
David A. Lahaie, formerly of Calloway county, passed away
Sunday, Aug. 5, 2012 in Kalamazoo, Mich. He was born on Sept.
20, 1940, in Joliet. Ill., the son of Arthur and Helen Lahaie. Years
ago, he served honorably with the United States Navy. He had been
employed as a steel mill fireman and a steel worker on the production line for 25 years, at the Gary, Ind. plant. He was preceded in
death by his parents.
On August 6, 1966, he was united in marriage to
Dorothy A.(Watkins) Lahaie, who survives. Dave
and Dottie retired in 2004 and made Aurora. Ky.
their new home. David is also survived by two
sons, Michael Lahaie, of Mattawan, Mich. and
Jeffrey Lahaie of Valparaiso. Ind.; two grandsons,
Clint and Cody Lahaie of Mattawan; three broth
ers, Eugene (Joyce) Lahaie of Hobart, Ind., Jack
Lahaie of Phoenix, Ariz. and Tony (Susan) Lahaie
Lahaie
of Valparaiso. Ind.; and many extended family
members. A Memorial Service will be held on
Saturday. Sept. 22, 2012, at 2 p.m., at the Aurora
Christian Church, in Aurora (located behind
Belew's Drive-In Restaurant). In lieu of flowers,
memorial donations may be sent to the Aurora
Christian Church. 8100 Aurora Highway, Benton,
KY 42025. Arrangements by Langeland Family Funeral Homes,
Memorial Chapel, 622 S. Burdick St., Kalamazoo, MI 49007. 1800-268-3884.
This is a paid obituary.

Obama: Extremists used
video as 'excuse' to attack
By KEN THOMAS
Associated Press
MIAMI (AP) - President
Barack Obama said Thursday
that extremists used an antiIslam video as an excuse to
assault U.S. interests overseas,
including an attack on the U.S.
Consulate in Libya that killed
the U.S. ambassador and three
other Americans.
The president's comments
came as Secretary of State
Hillary Rodham Clinton faced
questions from members of the
House and Senate about the
Sept. II attack on the consulate
in Benghazi in a series of
closed-door classified briefings
on Capitol Hill.
Republicans have accused the
Obama administration of misreading the assault as the outgrowth of widespread demonstrations in the Middle East over
the video. They insisted it was a
terrorist attack, a term White
House spokesman Jay Carney
used on Thursday. Obama did
not use the phrase.
"What we do know is that the
natural protests that arose
because of the outrage over the
video were used as an excuse by
extremists to see if they can also
directly harm U.S. interests," the
president said at a candidate
forum on the Spanish-language
network Univision.
Asked if that meant al-Qaida.
Obama said, "We don't know
yet."
"We will focus narrowly and
forcefully on groups like alQaida, the ones that carried out
the 9/11 attacks. Those forces
have not gone away." the president said.
Clinton also announced that,
in line with federal law, she will
appoint an independent panel to
look at circumstances of the
attack in Benghazi that killed
Ambassador Chris Stevens and
there other employees. The socalled Accountability Review
Board will be chaired by retired
diplomat Thomas Pickering, she
said.
Democrats and Republicans
emerging from the briefings provided some details about what
the administration is still piecing
together - who was responsible, how much of it was planned
and what was the security.
Joining Clinton at the back-toback briefings were Director of
National Intelligence James
Clapper and Deputy Defense
Secretary Ashton Carter.
of
Smith
Adam
Rep.
Washington state, the top
Democrat on the House Armed
Services Committee, said it was
"clearly a terrorist attack," but

mortars weren't used until six,
seven hours into the fight.
'So it seemed like an armed
gang that seized an opportunity,"
Smith said.
Both Smith and Rep. C.A.
of
Ruppersburger
Dutch
Maryland, the top Democrat on
House
the
Intelligence
Committee, said there was no
evidence to suggest that the
local Libyans at the consulate
colluded with the attackers.
Published reports suggested
that Sufyan bin Qumu, a former
detainee at the U.S. military
prison at Guantanamo Bay,
Cuba, who was transferred to
Libya in 2007, was involved.
Lawmakers asked about Qumu
at the briefing.
"But not directly related to the
attack, but as someone who's in
that region," Smith said.
"They're attempting to establish
whether or not he was connected
to the people who made the
attack. He's certainly a person of
interest."
Investigators have found no
evidence or intelligence to suggest Qumu was at the conflict,
leading it or organizing it,
according to a U.S. official,
speaking anonymously because
he was not authorized to discuss
the investigation publicly.
Senate Republicans expressed
frustration with the information
provided at the sessions and disthe administration's
puted
assessment.
"There's increasing amount of
evidence that this was a coordinated attack by terrorists," said
Sen. Marco Rubio, R-Fla., a
Foreign
of the
member
Relations Committee. "The
movie wasn't the catalyst for
this, the 'catalyst was radical
Islamic extremists that wanted
to attack the United States and
saw an opportunity to do it in
Benghazi."
One of the harshest critics of
the administration, Sen. John
McCain of Arizona, scoffed at
the administration's argument
that the video set off the assault.
"I'm stunned that they thought
this was some kind of spontaneous demonstration," McCain
told reporter's.
In testimony Wednesday,
Matthew Olsen, director of the
Counterterrorism
National
Center, called the incident a
"terrorist attack."
Carney echoed that point on
Thursday.
"It is, I think, self-evident that
what happened in Benghazi was
a terrorist attack. Our embassy
was attacked violently, and the
result was four deaths of
American officials," he said.

By BRETT ZONGKER
Associated Press
WASHINGTON (AP)-The
most-visited museums in the
U.S. are about to launch their
first-ever national advertising
campaign to connect more people with the Smithsonian
Institution online, in schools or
in the museums themselves.
The 166-year-old museum
complex unveiled its ad strategy
Thursday with a new tagline
declaring the Smithsonian and
its research are "Seriously
Amazing" for learning. The
goal is to reintroduce the museums as more than once-in-alifetime destinations.
By October, ads will appear
on websites nationwide and on
buses and billboards in five
cities: New York, Chicago, San
Francisco, Los Angeles and
Washington. The ads feature a
diverse set of young characters
posing quirky questions that can
be answered at the website
SeriouslyAmazing.com.
One question reads: "What
exactly does a bear do in the
woods?" An online link will
live cameras at
feature
Smithsonian research stations
in the wild. Another asks:
"What has given us water from
Mars and daggers from India?"
The Smithsonian spent $1
million developing a brand
strategy two years ago. The new
ad campaign cost an additional
$1.4 million, paid for by a mix
of private and federal funds.
Target Corp. has paid for some
of the creative work at its ad
agency, Wolff Olins.

While the museums are on
track to host 30 million people
this year, Smithsonian Secretary
Wayne Clough said he wants to
make sure they will be relevant
to young people in 10 years and
beyond.
"What we're trying to do is to
get people to better understand
the entire proposition of the
Smithsonian," he said, adding
that many don't know about its
vast research offerings, such as
the Smithsonian Astrophysical
Observatory in Cambridge,
the
Mass.,
Smithsonian
Tropical Research Center in
Panama, or its many lesson
plans for teachers.
"So, while you might say 30
million is a lot of people, that
still leaves 320 million
Americans who didn't come,"
Clough said. "You might as
well, with the web, reach the
world, right?"
The Smithsonian surveyed
1,200 people nationwide and
found it has high name recognition at 89 percent, and 51 percent said they bad visited the
Smithsonian at least once.
Its reputation began to sag,
though, among younger people
and ethnic and racial minorities.
Many said they were "dragged"
to the Smithsonian on field trips
or vacations. Some thought the
Smithsonian was elitist, outdated or just something their parents would care about, said
project manager Pherabe Kolb.
"Are we sure, that 10 years
from now, that young Latinos
are going to be coming to the
Smithsonian?" Clough said.

Poland urges Ukraine to
make East-West choice

natural gas import negotiations
By MAMA DANIL,OVA
with Russia in 2009.
Associated Press
Tymoshenko, 51, denies the
KIEV, Ukraine(AP)-Polish
accuses
and
charges
Bronislaw
President
Komorowski urged Ukraine's Yanukovych, the antagonist of
leader on Thursday to push for the Orange Revolution, of
integration with the European throwing her in jail in order to
Union, but acknowledged that a bar her from Ukraine's Oct. 28
key obstacle is the country's parliamentary election.
The nation's relations with the
jailing of its former premier,
have been strained over her
EU
Yulia Tymoshenko.
After talks with Ukrainian treatment, which the West has
President Viktor Yanukovych in condemned as politically motiKiev, Komorowski said Ukraine vated. The EU has balked at
must decide whether it wants to implementing a key cooperation
align itself with the EU or join a deal with Ukraine over the
Russia-led customs union. "It is Tymoshenko case.
said
Komorowski
impossible to implement those
two scenarios at the same time," Tymoshenko's jailing is a key
could've had four people seri- Komorowski said at a news con- impediment n Ukraine's road
ously injured or even killed."
ference with Yanukovych. "A into the European club.
Ramage said a woman, her choice has to be made."
"The Tymoshenko case is an
mother and her two children
Tymoshenko, the country's internal matter of Ukraine, but
were on their way home from a top opposition leader and the at the same time this case is a
ballgame Friday night when the heroine of the 2004 Orange serious, significant obstacle in
incident happened.
Revolution, is serving a seven- the rapprochement between
Burnett declined to comment year jail term on charges of Ukraine and the European
to the station about the charges, abuse of office while leading Union," Komorowski said."
but he told investigators he was
trying to stop the car because it
crossed the center line of the
highway.
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Constable arrested after traffic stop

MAYFIELD, Ky. (AP)- A
western Kentucky constable has
been arrested after deputies say
he went too far in trying to pull
a vehicle over.
WPSD-TV reports Graves
Jeffery
Constable
County
Burnett was charged with four
counts of wanton endangerment
after allegedly chasing a vehicle
along a highway, shining a
bright light at it, and then passThe number of times published or the length ofone or more of the ing it and slamming on his
preceding obituaries exceeds the maximum set by the Ledger and brakes to force the vehicle to
Times policy. A fee has been paidfor additional publishing or space. stop.
Graves County Chief Deputy
Davant Ramage said Bumett's
alleged actions were dangerous.
"It diminishes public trust in
who's out there at night, who's
trying to stop them with what's
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP)- A groups later sued and won a bid going on," Ramage said. "We
court filing says Kentucky offi- to intervene in the case.
Bruce Scott, commissioner of
cials, environmental groups and
a coal company have agreed on Kentucky's Department of
the amount the company should Environmental Protection, said
pay for Clean Water Act viola- Thursday the proposed settletions at its eastern Kentucky ment is higher because regulators added violations that
mines.
The document filed Monday occurred between 2010 and this
in Franklin County says under a year.
"These are substantial penalsettlement,
proposed
and that's not a small dollar
ties,
would
International Coal Group
certainly in the eyes of
amount,
that
program
a
to
$335,000
pay
eliminates straight pipe sewers most people," Scott said.
Scott said civil penalties levin eastern Kentucky and another
$240,000 to help fund water eled by his department typically
quality studies. The $575,000 go to the Kentucky Land
settlement has not been final- Heritage Trust Fund, but in this
case the money will be directed
ized.
to eastern Kentucky "where the
HINT I 'PlIATES ON This SPACIOUS HOW' Uplifts oa holm avladr
increase
an
is
amount
The total
otd hood. along woll freshlt potted lands morn neutral color
trst
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based Arch Coal, reached with Frasure Creek, which was
room *bed lido sib led at *wage, hateful lorbiood thaws std a
2010. of the 2010 settlement with the
in
Kentucky
;omit row *al commie dock aid itir deep bock weed Dual Ross the appnr.
tunoy to check. wadi MOMS bine Frivol at $141.900 HU /MO I
Environmental groups protested state, has not yet reached an
44-?
comwwvv.murraykyrealestate.com
.4°
the amount at the time, saying it agreement. Scott said the
and
was too low for thousands of pany has financial troubles
^1
11"1222
711 \lain klt.
water quality violations. The is mired in several lawsuits.

Coal company will pay
more in fines for violations

Smithsonian plans
first ad campaign
to broaden reach
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Adult spelling bee
will be held Monday

The following are reminders of events scheduled this weekend that were recently published in the Murray Ledger .1
Times:
Christina Parker, daughter of Robert and Diana Dunlap, of
Puryear, and the late Morris Parker, of Murray, and Erk Rogers,
son of Temple Rogers, of Murray, will be married Saturday.Oct. 22.
at 2 p.m at the Murray Woman's Club. Murray All friends and relatives are invited to attend.
Jennifer DeLancey 'Parker, daughter of Greg and Terri
DeLancey, of Murray. and Brian Michael Settle, son of William
and Debbie Settle, of Murray. will be married Saturday. Sept.
22, at 5:30 p.m. at the Murray State Arboretum in Murray.
Invitations were sent.
Jade Morgan Johnson, daughter of Dale and Sandra Johnson, of Paris, Tenn., and David Mitchael Wilkins, son of
Mitch and Jane Wilkins. of Paris, Tenn., will be married Saturday, Sept. 22. at 7 p.m. at the home of the groom-elect's
parents in Paris. Invitations were sent.
Jessica Dawn Jones, daughter of Fred and Tammy Nesler,
of Mayfield and Jeff R. Jones, of Sedalia and Brent Douglas
Walker, son of Doug and Mitzi Walker and Rogenna and
David Driver, all of Mayfield, will be married Saturday. Sept.
2,2, in Gulf Shores, Ala. Invitations were sent.
Keels Nicole Evans, daughter of Garry and Leah Evans, of
Almo and Andrew Thomas Smith, son of Grady and Jeannie
Smith, of Cincinnati. Ohio, will be married Saturday. Sept. 22,
at Harpeth Hills Church of Christ, Nashville, Tenn. Invitations
were sent.
A retirement party will be held for Sue Davenport on Saturday. Sept. 22. at the Oaks Country Club from 6-8 p.m. All
family and friends, previous students, parents and coworkers
are encouraged to attend.
An 80th birthday party is planned for Howard Morgan on
Sunday. Sept. 23. from 2 to 4:30 p.m. at the Woodmen of the
World building located at the corner of North 4th St. and CC
Lowery Dr, Murray. No gifts requested. just bring pictures
and/or memories to share.

Volley For A Cure
to be held at CCHS
Special to the Ledger
The Calloway County Lady
Laker Volleyball Team will hold
,its annual "Volley for a Cure" on

Ci

lirj°1111LAtl'')
Theatres

NO CHECKS
SCHEDULE GOOD THRU SEPT
Shownmes Before 6 p.m
on Saturday & Sunday only
moviesinmurray corn

Dredd 3D

PS'"el

R - 1:40 - 3:50 - 7:45 - 955

End of Watch
R - 1:35 - 355 - 7:10 - 9:30

Finding Memo 30 114=
G - 12:50 - 3:10 - 6:50

House at End of Street
PG13 - 125 - 3:40 - 725 Showtimes Before 6 p.m
on Saturday & Sunday only

Lawless
R - 720 - 9:45

Thursday, Sept. 27, at Calloway
County High School, with doors
opening at 5. p.m. at the high
school. The Freshmen, Junior
Varsity and Varsity teams will
be hosting Christian Fellowship
School.
The team will honor and recognize anyone affected by cancer with participants signing up
at the door. They will be honored between the JV and Varsity
games with Freshmen game
starting at 5: p.m. JV and Varsity
games will follow with times
being tentatively 5:45 p.m. and
6:30 p.m.
Homemade and store bought
desserts will be available at the
concession stand for purchase.
All proceeds from gate fees,
pizza sales, bake sales and tshirt sales will be donated to the
Susan G. Komen Foundation for
Breast Cancer. Everyone is
welcome and invited to attend
this very special evening.

Resident Evil: Retribution 20
R - 1:10 - 325 - 7:30 - 9:35

The Last Ounce of Courage
6
'
'
.11

The Possession
PG13 - t10

Trouble With the Curve
13-1

Dr. Michael Bowman

TSM faculty invited to
edit professional journal
Special to the Ledger
State
Murray
Two of
University's faculty have been
chosen to guest edit a special
issue of the Journal of
Dr.
Communications.
Abdulrahman Yarali and Dr.
Michael Bowman, associate
the
in
professors
Telecommunications Systems
Management program, joined
by Dr. Vahideh Vakil from the
Bahar Institute of Higher
Education in Mashhad, Iran.
will be editing the issue titled.
"Small Satellites: Architecture.
and
Applications
Technologies."
Yarali specializes in wireless
communication systems and
networks, cooperative communications, cognitive radio,diversity techniques, multiple antenna systems, adaptive rate transmission methods and spread
spectrum communications. He
has been published on numerous
occasions and has been recognized for his outstanding contributions to his field.
Bowman's interests include
communications systems for

Special to the Ledger
AURORA, Ky. - Join DVD
author Joe LaFleur for a free
guided bird walk and program
Sunday, Oct. 7 at Kenlake State
Resort Park.
Activities start with the bird

9950 S R Hwy.94 East • Murray, KY 42071
bothelfellowshipkyegmall.com
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Special program to be held

The Girls of Grace at Grace Baptist Church are hosting a
Women's Event Saturday, Sept. 22. from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Registration will open at 9:30 a.m. The event is titled "What's
Love Got to Do with It." It is for girls 11 and up. For more
information call 227-1582 or (270) 619-6396 or visit
facebook.com/girlsofgrace.

emergency management. distributed sensors and sensor networks, ad hoc networks, military communications and perSpecial event to be held
sistent surveillance.
Lost But Loved Animal Rescue will host their 3rd annual
"The accomplishments of
"Dog Paddle in the Pool" fundraiser at the Central Park Pool
these individuals have con- on Saturday. Sept. 22. For a donation of $5, dogs can swim
tributed to the success of their from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Pet parents and the public are invitdepartments and the university. ed to watch the dogs swim and play, but will not be permitTheir outstanding ability to con- ted to swim in the pool. There is no admission charge for
tinue to strive higher is some- spectators. Other events will be available also. Proceeds will
thing to admire. This remark- be donated to Lost But Loved. The public is invited.
able achievement proves their
Creative Arts Department of MWC to meet
unfailing loyalty to their work,"
The Creative Arts Department of the Murray Woman's Club
said Dr. James Gantt, director of
will meet Monday. Sept. 24, at 9:30 a.m. at the clubhouse.
the Center for TSM.
Linda Cherry will speak on "Lost But Loved Animal Rescue."
The special issue of the Members are encouraged to attend and bring towels and blanJournal of Communications is kets to cut up and donate, along with cat or dog food. Hostcalling for guest authors to sub- esses will be Lillie Fuqua and Jean Simmons.
mit their original and unpubFCC Reading Group to be held
lished papers. The goal of this
The community is invited to attend the next session of First
issue is to combine recent
Christian Church's reading group. "Charter for Compassion,"
research efforts and experiences
Monday, Sept. 24. at 7 p.m. in the parlor of First Christian
in the growing field of small Church, 1 1 1 North Fifth St., Murray. The goal of the reading
satellites. Topics that are of most group is to help the city of Murray move toward becoming a
interest to this issue include city of compassion. For more information call 753-3824.
technologies, system architecPlay Day Event on Sept. 22
tures, applications, advanceMurray celebrates its fifth year being recognized as a 2012
ment in space utilizations, and
City USA with the Celebration of Play Day on SaturPlayful
issue
issues and promises. The
22 from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at Central Park, in MurSept.
day.
is expected to be available in
ray. There will be a kickoff at 11 a.m. Children of all ages
early 2013.
can enjoy supervised and independent play. There will be
refreshments at low cost and adoptable dogs ready to join the
play. Pat Harrington, chair of the local Play Day committee.
says the play celebration is supported by a large number of
groups and non-profits to create a truly community-wide event.
For more information, contact Harrington at 227-0774.
Care
in the Child and Adult
Retirement party to be held
Food Program. write immediA retirement party will be held for Sue Davenport on Satately to the Secretary of urday. Sept. 22, at the Oaks Country Club from 6-8 p.m.. All
Agriculture, Washington. D.C. family and friends, previous students, parents and coworkers
20250.
are encouraged to attend.
Participants eligible for free
Special program to be held and/or reduced price meals must
The Girls of Grace at Grace Baptist Church are hosting a
have a complete application
Women's Event Saturday, Sept. 22, from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
with documentation of eligibiliRegistration will open at 9:30 a.m. The event is titled "What's
ty information which may
Got to Do with It." It is for girls 11 and up. For more
Love
include a SNAP or K-TAP case
information call 227-1582 or (270) 619-6396 or visit
number, or names of household facebook.com/girlsofgrace.
members and income information.
Poker Run to be held
Briggs and Stratton Relay for Life Poker Run will be held
For more information, Linda
Saturday. Sept. 22. It will begin in the Briggs & Stratton ParkKilpatrick at 753-9356..
ing Lot. Registration starts at 9:45 a.m. For more information
call 759-1680 ext. 1158.

Apple Tree School participates
in Care Food Program
Special to the Ledger
Apple Tree School, Stadium
View Drive, Murray. has
announced participation in the
USDA Child and Adult Care
Food Program administered by
the Kentucky Department of
Education.
Meals will be served at no
separate charge to enrolled participants at the center and are
provided without regard to race,
color, national origin, sex, age
or disability. Anyone who
believes they or any individual
has been discriminated against

Bird walk and program scheduled

ettse,/ feikupdvirk, avvvcii.

Sunday School

Dr. Abdulrahman Yarali

The Great Murray Spelling Bee will be
held at the Murray Woman's Club House
on Monday, Sept. 24. This event, for adult
spellers, will begin at 6:30 p.m. Admission
is $1 per person. Refreshments will be
available along with a silent auction of
numerous items donated by community businesses. Proceeds benefit the Calloway County Adult Education Center and support other
educational programming of the Alpha
Datebook Department of the Murray Woman's Club,
Jessica Morns, sponsors of the Bee. Ten teams representCommunity
ing community and campus organizations
editor
will be participating. For more information call (270) 743-2350. The community is encouraged to
attend.

walk from 9 to 10 a.m. Visitors will meet at the lodge lobby.
The walk features hands-on
identification of birds in a variety of habitats.
Next, LaFleur will lead an
audiovisual program about common migrant birds from 10 to
10:30 a.m. The program will
help participants identify birds
by right and sound and will
also review preferred habitats
and how to attract each species
to yards. Participants are

encouraged to bring walking
shoes and binoculars.
LaFleur holds degrees in
wildlife biology and communications and is the author of
Better Birdwatching, a series
of DVDs about birds of North
America. He has been collecting video and sounds of birds
for 20 years and lives in the
Blue Ridge Mountains of North
Georgia.
For more information call
(888) 414-2837.

vi CRUM
• FARMS
Poultry a Beef
GET FARM FRESH

CHICKEN & BEEF
Direct from the Fanner!

Crutcher, Barrow reunion to be held
Crutcher and Barrow family reunion will be held Saturday.
Sept. 22 from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. at the Homeplace in Land
Between the Lakes in the covered shelter. Bring cousins, food.
drinks and chairs. For more information contact Elwanda Crutcher Beasley at (270) 924-5849 or Mary Hilda Barrow Taylor at
(270) 522-3967.

Darnall Reunion to be held
The Darnall Family Reunion is set for Saturday. Sept. 22
from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m. at the Waters Schoolhouse Pavilion at
Central Park in Murray. A potluck will begin at 12 p.m.

Butterfly festival set
The fourth annual Butterfly festival will be held Saturday.
Sept. 22. from 12-5 p.m. at War Memorial Walking Trail, 101
Walter Garrett Lane, Oak Grove. Admission is free. Several
activities are planned. The event will conclude with a live butterfly release of more than 500 butterflies at 5 p.m.

Gospel musical fundraiser to be held
St. Johns Missionary Baptist Church Missionary Ministry
will hold a Gospel Explosion Musical Fundraiser Saturday.
Sept. 22, at 4 p.m. For more information visit
www.stjohnmurray.com

Knit-wits will meet
The Knit-wits knitting group will meet Friday at 1 p.m. in
the Community Room of the Calloway County Public Library.
Knitters of all levels are welcome. For more information call
Dot at 753-4803.

Reformers' Unanimous to meet
Reformers' Unanimous, a faith-based addictions program.
meets every Friday from 7-9 p.m. at Eastwood Baptist Church.
The public is invited. Child care is provided. For more information or a ride, call the church office at 753-1834.

PASTURE RAISED ON THE FARM • NO DRUGS• NO HORMONES

Farm Fresh BROWN EGGS:Z.1,w
7865 Jones Bend Road • Cottage Grove, TN
www.crumforms.com 731-336-6995

Celebrate Recovery to meet
Celebrate Recovery meets every Friday at Edgewood Baptist Church. At 5:40 p.m. a meal is served, at 6:40 p.m. is
large group and at 7:40 p.m. are small groups. For more information call (270) 886-4461.
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FUNDRAISER UNDERWAY: Murray Middle School eighth-grade band members Sarah
Crutcher and Trever Stevens share the brochures for the annual Tiger Band Fall Fundraiser
with art teacher Gena Maley and assistant principal Tiffany Williams. Members of the MMS
and Murray High School Tiger Bands will be selling an assortment of delicious cheese,
sausage, chocolates and nuts through Oct. 1st. Proceeds from the fundraiser will help the
bands defray the cost of instruments, equipment, repairs, music and transportation for the
2012-13 school year. For more information contact a band member or directors Tim Zeiss or
Beth Stribling at 753-5125.

WELCOMING DAR OFFICERS: Kate Reeves welcomes state Daughters of the American
Revolution officers to the Wrather West Kentucky Museum on the campus of Murray State
University. Pictured, from left, are Jessieanne Wells, state regent; Reeves, Millie Hiter, state
organizing and revitalization chairman and Susan Lewis, state genealogist.

Public Land Day scheduled for Sept. 29

Special to the Ledger
GOLDEN POND, KY -Land
Between the Lakes (LBL)
National Recreation Area is
Astronomers will be explain- waiving fees at participating
ing what you see in the night day-use facilities on Saturday.
sky-moon.
stars,
and Sept. 29, in honor of National
planets. The observatory pro- Public Lands Day.
General admission to The
grams are weather dependent.
SO it's best to call 924-2237 Homeplace, Woodlands Nature
Stati8n, Elk & Bison Prairie.
to confirm it will be open.
the
Golden
Pond
Come Outside and Play at and
Land Between the Lakes Planetarium show at 1pm will
free. Also, Wranglers
National Recreation Area. Man- be
aged by the Forest Service. Campground will waive day-use
U.S. Department of Agricul- riding fees.
LBL joins other National
ture, Land Between the Lakes.
in partnership with "Friends of Forests and National Parks
LBL," provides outdoor recre- across the United States in paration, lake access, and envi- ticipating in our nation's largest
ronmental education for the one-day volunteer event for
public to enjoy. Visitors are public lands. Volunteers can
encouraged to review LBL's participate in a shoreline cleanofficial website at www.lbl.org up or a trail maintenance projoften for Calendar of Events, ect.
It is recommended, but •not
updates on programs and policies, safety information, maps. necessary, to call to register for
early.
work
temporary trail and road clo- volunteer
sures,and additional LBL infor- Registrations should be made by
mation. or call 800-LBL-7077 Sept. 27, especially for larger
groups. There will be two
'or (270) 924-2000.
Follow LBL on www.Twit- events taking place that day.
ter.com/LBLScreechOwl
or The first event is from 9 a.m. to
www.Twittercom/LandBtwn- 3 p.m.: a trail project on the new
Central Hardwoods Scenic
Lakes.

Laser Light Music Show extended
Special to the Ledger
GOLDEN POND, Ky. —
Due to popular demand, the
Laser Light Music Shows
extended their run through
December at the Golden Pond
Planetarium in the Land
Between the Lakes (LBL)
National Recreation Area. During September and October, on
Tuesdays and Saturdays, shows
will run at 5:30 p.m. and 7p.m.
both days. In November and
December, shows only run at
5:30 p.m. on Saturdays through
Dec. 22, the Saturday before
Christmas.
Laser Light ,Music Shows
choreograph dazzling laser
imagery on a 40-foot dome
with music from the 60s to
recent times. Shows include
sounds from the Beatles, U2,
Smashmouth's I'm a Believer.
Pink Floyd's Dark Side of the Moon. and Blink 182's All the
Small Things. A frightful laser
light show celebrates Halloween
at the 7 p.m. show on Tuesday. Oct. 30. Come hear the
music and see the choreo-

graphed laser lights strobe to
Michael Jackson's Thriller. the
Monster Mash. and Attack of
the Radioactive Hamsters by
Weird Al Yankovic. Make it a
special date night for the whole
family.
To see the complete schedule for Laser Light Music
Shows,
log
to
on
www.lbl.org. Call the Golden
Pond Planetarium at (270)9242237 for group tickets. Admission price for Laser Light Music
Shows is $6 per person. Doors
open 30-minutes before, and
close immediately at scheduled
show time. There will be no
admittance to the theater after
the show begins.
Join LBL after the planetarium shows for Star Parties
on three more Saturdays this
year-Sept. 15 after the 7p.m.
show and after the 5:30 p.m.
shows im Nov. 17 and Dec.
15. These evenings correspond
to the new moon for best viewing. The observatory will be
open and stargazers from the
Kentucky
Amateur
West

"FAILL"INTO THE SEASON'S BEST
WITH THESE OPEN HOUScif
FROM KELLER WILLIAM
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Sunday,September 23• 1:00-3-

Trail, meeting at Golden Pond
Visitor Center. The second
event is from 8 a m to 12 p.m.
(noon): a shoreline cleanup at
Pisgah Point. Volunteers should
bring lunch, a water bottle, and
dress for outdoor work. For
more information on these projects, visit www.friendsoflbl.org,
call (270) 924-2007, or email
volunteer@friendsoflbl.org.
"Helping Hands for America's
Lands is the 2012 theme for
National Public Lands Day,"
stated
Emily Schmadeke,
Volunteer Coordinator for the
LBL Association. "This is an
inspiring way to celebrate public lands and give back to your
favorite places."
Come Outside and Play at

Land Between the Lakes
National Recreation Area.
Managed by the Forest Service.
U.S. Department of Agriculture,
Land Between the Lakes provides outdoor recreation, lake
access, and environmental education for the public to enjoy.
Visitors are encouraged to
review LBL's official website at
www.lbl.org often for Calendar
of Events, updates on programs
and policies, safety information,
maps, temporary trail and road
closures, and additional LBL
information, or call 800-LBL7077 or(270)924-2000.
Follow LBL on www.Twitter.com/LBLScreechOwl
or
www.Twitter.com/LandBtwnLakes.

MASON'S CHAPEL UNITED METHODIST C
is proud to welcome...

Guest Evangelist Bro. Joe Thorn
SUNDAY • SEPTEMBER 23
Bro. Thorn will be focusing on the question

"Who Is Jesus?"
Worship services will be at I I:00Ast & 6:1
A potluck meal will be enjoyed by all
following the morning service.

Located on Hwy. 1497 (old Murray-P

FOOD GIANT

1

TWO
SA

BEL-AIR SHOPPING CENTER • MURRAY • 753-8322

SEPT. 21ST & SAT., SEPT. 22ND
Gwaltney
Thick Cut
Bacon

Earleune Woods
752-9077

3 lb

Knott's Cole Slaw
or Mustard
Potato Salad
4it

I lb

4

$798
$1-99

407 South 9th Street
This one is not a "drive-by." Located within. the city limits, this three bedroom,two bath home
is larger than it looks! Over 1600 square feet of living area which includes a large two-room
office. Large back yard - the lot is ov-er 250 feet deep which is pretty amazing considering it is
less than a block from the hospital and less than 2 blocks from Murray Middle School! Updates
within the 5 years include: central heat and air. flooring, water heater, fuse box replaced with
breakers, new tile in shower and bath. Priced at only $107,500. Call for your personal showing'
MLS #67820

PRICE JUST

Kellogg's Family
Size Cereal
Frosted Flakes, Fruit
Loops or Corn Pops
I 7- 17.2 oz.

REDUCED!
I /2 Turkey
Breast

1O°°

$

Rack of
Ribs
$1100

55 Astoria Drive
Murray Country Club Estates
This spacious one level home is situated on one of this enclave's most
sought after lots. This premier residence boasts over 5,000 square
feet of living area with a covered slate patio and professionally landscaped grounds. Extensive vistas of the Murray Calloway County
Golf Course provide a serene setting. The finely appointed outdoor
living and dining areas flow seamlessly to interior environments providing an incredible extension
of the square footage of classic,
customized living space.

KELLER
WILLIAMS*
l'XPFRIF \(
RF AI ll

Hot
Dogs
Rebecca Landoll
293-3155

301 N. 12th St.• University Square
Murray,KY

(270) 753-1492

BBQ

by the
Pound
$600

Chic

Hamburgers

2for$3
Polish
Sausage

fors3 2

4
2

$
for3

BBQ Pork Sandwiches

2for$5
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Church Bulletins
Various
churches
have
released information concerning
their worship services for the
coming weekend as follows:
North
Pleasant 'Grove
Cumberland Presbyterian:
Rev. Charles Westfall, pastor,
will speak at the 11 a.m. worship service. Sunday School
begins at 10 a.m.
Sinking Spring Baptist: Carl
Butler. pastor, will speak at the
II a.m. and 6 p.m. worship services. Sunday School begins at
10 a.m. Wednesday's service is
at 7 p.m.
Dexter Baptist: Bro. David
Little, pastor. will speak at both
the 11 a.m. and 6 p.m. worship
services. Sunday School begins
at 10 a.m. Wednesday's service
is at 6:30 p.m.
Spirit of Christ: Kevin
Trebing. pastor, will speak at the
II a.m. and 6 p.m. worship services. Sunday School begins at
9:45 a.m. Wednesday Bible
Study is at 7 p.m For more

information call 761-4815
Kirksey United Methodist:
Bro. David Allbritten, pastor,
will speak at the II a.m. worship service. Sunday School
begins at 10 a.m. The church is
located at PO Box 8, 3691
Kirksey Road, Kirksey. Their
is
website
www.kirkseyumc.org. For more
information call (270) 489-2910.
Glendale Road Church of
Christ: Bro. Jason Hart, minister, will speak about "What Did
You Find?" at the 9 a.m. worship service with scripture from
Matthew 13:47-50 and about
"Let Us Consider" at the 6 p.m.
service with scripture from
Hebrews 10:24-25. Assisting
will be Todd Walker. associate
minister and song director,
Garry Evans, involvement minister, Hayden Rogers, Johnny
Bohannon, Kent McCuiston,
Jeremy
Bourland,
Terry
McKeel, Mike Caldwell and

Stun

Todd and Tyler Bohannon. will deliver the children's mes- Montgomery will speak about with scripture from Psalm 145
Bible classes begins at 10:15 sage. Ashley Jackson will teach "The Wildflower Gospel." with Special music will be -Breathe"
children's church. Judy English scripture from Matthew 6:25- by the WBC Worship Choir. At
a.m.
First Baptist: Keith Inman, will keep the nursery. There will 33. Liturgist is Rev. David M. the 6 p.m. service Bro. Bruce
interim pastor, will speak about be choir practice at 5 p.m. Montgomery. Todd Hill is choir will speak about "God's Plan for
"The With God Church" with Wednesday night. Youth groups director and organist and Your Life" with scripture from
scripture from Psalm 34:12-16 will meet from 5:30-7 p.m. for Christy D'Ambrosio is accom- Psalm 16:5-1 I. Deacons of the
be
David
will
at the 8:30 and 11 a.m. worship ages 3-18. Sunday School is at panist. Ushers will be Eva 'Week
and
Randall
Smotherman
Hopkins, Patsy Chaney, Ralph
services, and will sing "The 9:45 a.m.
First Christian (Disciples): and Cheryl Pittman. Co-pastors Winchester. Greeters will be
Anchor Holds" during the II
a.m. service. Bible Study is at Rev. Dr. Ruth Ragovin, senior are Rev. David M. Montgomery Margaret and Justice, Chuck
9:45 a.m. A business meeting minister, will speak about "Who and Rev. Dr. Ann Marie and Lisa Houston and June
Batts. Scott Douglas is minister
for pastor search committee is Wise and Understanding Montgomery.
Grace Baptist: Bro. Sammy to students and Penny Perkins is
vote will be held at all services. Among You" with scripture
At the 6 p.m. Bridge service the from James 3:13-4;3, 7-8a at the Cunningham, pastor, will deliv- children's minister. Sunday
sermon series, "Acts: To the 10:45 a.m. worship service. The er the message at the 10:45 a.m. School is at 9:30 a.m.
Memorial Baptist: Sunday
Ends of the Earth" will continue Chancel Choir will bring special and 6 p.m. worship service.
with David Eaton speaking.
music entitled "Lord, I Want to Deacon of the week will be morning will continue a "Back
Pleasant
Grove Be a Christian." A children's Jimmy Hale. Sunday school is at to Church" emphasis lasting six
South
Methodist:
Bro. message will be given during 9:30 a.m. and choir practice is at weeks. Bro. Martin Severns,
United
Eugene Nichols will speak the service, following which 5:30 p.m. There will adult Bible pastor, will speak about "Doing
about "Suddenly Smarter" with children ages 4 through third study and advanced Bible youth Life Together— Cultivating
Authentic Community" at the
scripture from Mark 9:30-37 at grade are invited to attend a spe- class on Wednesday at 7 p.m.
Westside Baptist: At the 10:30 a.m service and "Walking
the 10:45 a.m. worship service. cial worship service called
Greeters will be Carolyn "Worship and Wonder.- Sunday 10:30 a.m. worship service, Bro. Through Israel" at the 6 p.m.
Bruce Hodge. transitional pas- service. Troy Doss is Deacon of
Carraway and Janice Nesbitt. School is at 9:45 a.m.
First Presbyterian: At the tor, will speak about "The the Week. His yoke fellow is
Acolytes will be Emma Stalls
10:45
a.m. service Rev. Jim Miracle and Power of Blessing"
and Sunny Clark. Dana Nichols
See Page 9
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lmes-lvtifier 'Funeral1-Come
311 North 4th Street • Murray
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riferitage Tamily 'Funeral4ionte
1804 State Rotite....12,1-North • Murray
(270)753-8888

Larisa Bierds, DVM
WELLNESS CENTER

„

11111i
BANK CADIZ
& TRUST CO.

Open 00-500
Monday-Saturday
24 HR. EMERGENCY

753-4830
2477 State Routs 94 East • Muiray

We Make it Simple!

University Church of Christ

The Oldest Independent Repair Shap

801 N. 12th St.• Ministers: Charlie Bazzell & Richard Youngblood
Discount

%IV% FATIS

with Church
Bulletin

SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST
1408 Sycamore •
Saturday Worship 9:30 a.m.
Saturday Sabbath School 10:30 a.m.
‘130STOI.1( •

FITTS BLOCK 6
READY MIX CO.
Building Blocks cf Heady Mix Concrete
East Main Street

753-3540

Your Advertisement
Could Be Here!
Call 270-753-1916 or
email mItads(1, murrayledger.com
to reserve your space TODAY!

APOSTOLIC HOME FELLOWSHIP
1718 Melrose Court
Sunday Morning Worship 10:00 a.m.
Evening Worship (Tues. & Thur.) 6:45 p.m.

‘ssl IIII II s ()I (.(11)
HOPE HARBOR CHURCH
2771 State Route 94 East
Sunday Worship 10:30 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
k I' I

I's I

BLOOD RIVER BAPTIST CHURCH
807 Vine Street
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
CHERRY CORNER BAPTIST CHURCH
822 Cherry Corner Road
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
COLDWATER BAPTIST CHURCH
8400 State Route 94 East
Sunday School 9:45 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
DEXTER BAPTIST CHURCH
97 West Drive • Dexter
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

WESTSIDE
VETERINARY SERVICE
Excellence in SmallAnima/ Cans

t
270-753-6749• WestsideVet.com
Hours M-F 7 30-600 • Sat 730

)111011

1271 Robertson Rd S • Murray. KY

EASTWOOD BAPTIST CHURCH
2191 State Route 94 East
Sunday School 16:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 1:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m
ELM GROVE BAPTIST CHURCH
6483 State Route 94 East
Sunday School 9:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:00 a.m. & 600 p.m.
EMMANUEL MISSIONARY BAPTIST
1614 State Route 121 North
Sunday School 1000 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
FAITH BAPTIST CHURCH
207 Bendedeld Lane • Farmington
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
203 South 4th Street
Sunday School 9:45 a.m.
Sunday Worship II:30 a.m., 11:00 ars 8 6.00 p.m

Specia thing in both New i'r Used Copiers for Churches
www.holleyoffice.com •270-527-5536
No

faith is the substance

of things hoped for, the
e‘idence of things not seen.

Hebrews II.'!

FLINT BAPTIST CHURCH
1406 Flint Road
Sunday School 10:00 a.m
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. a 6:45 p.m.

HARDIN BAPTIST CHURCH
6867 US Hwy. 641 North • Hardin
Sunday School 8:00, 9:15 & 10:30 a.m.
Sunday Worship 8:00, 9:15, 10:30 am. 86.00 p.m.

SPRING CREEK BAPTIST CHURCH
995 Spring Road • Almo
Sunday School 9:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:00 a.m. & 6:30 p.m.

HAZEL BAPTIST CHURCH
301 Gilbert Street • Hazel
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:30 a.m. & 6:30 p.m.

ST. JOHN'S BAPTIST CHURCH
105 Spruce Street
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m.

KIRKSEY BAPTIST CHURCH
263 Backusburg Road • Kirksey
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:30 p.m.

SUGAR CREEK BAPTIST CHURCH
1888 Faxon Road
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

LOCUST GROVE BAPTIST CHURCH
1871 Locust Grove Road
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

WEST FORK MISSIONARY BAPTIST
3265 Hwy. 641 North
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

MEMORIAL BAPTIST CHURCH
906 Main Street
Sunday Worship 10:50 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

WESTSIDE BAPTIST CHURCH
207 Robertson Road South
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10.30 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

MT. HOREB FREEWILL BAPTIST
200 Walnut Street
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m.

BETHANY BAPTIST CHURCH
232 Artesian Drive • New Concord
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

NEW MT. CARMEL BAPTIST CHURCH
2755 State Route 121 South
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m.& 6:00 p.m.

C %TIMER'

NORTHSIDE BAPTIST CHURCH
1707 College Farm Road
Sunday Worship 10:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
NEW PROVIDENCE BAPTIST CHURCH
90 Providence Lane • Hazel
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m
OAK GROVE BAPTIST CHURCH
5525 Jones Mill Crossland Rood • Pus-year
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6..30 p.m.
041ENS CHAPEL BAPTIST CHURCH
6504 Airport Road • Kirksey
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
POPLAR SPRING BAPTIST CHURCH
749 Poplar Spring Drive
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worshipli:45 cm., 11700 am. & 6:00 p.m.
SALEM BAPTIST CHURCH
1034 Browns Grove Road • Lynn Grove
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:30 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
SCOTTS GROVE BAPTIST CHURCH
2317 Hwy. 641 North
Sunday School 10700 a.m
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

GREATER HOPE MISSIONARY BAPTIST
711 River Road
Sunday School 11:15 a.m.
Wednesday Youth & Adult Bible Study 8130 p.m.

SINKING SPRING BAPTIST CHURCH
4165 Wlswell Rood West
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 600 p m

GRACE BAPTIST CHURCH
SOS South 9th Street
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:46 a.m. a 600 p.m.

SOUTH MARSHALL BAPTIST CHURCH
382 Shamrock Lane • Derhe
Sunday School 10:00 sm.
Sunday Worship 1110 a.m & 5:30 pm

630 N. 12th Street
NIurray
270-759-4852
wst w.hankofcadiz.com

illirray

2012 - 50th ,1mthersary

Cunningham
Auto Repair

Kai

Open Shirt.-Fri. 7:30-5
Bs
ri

---r—

619 S. 4th St.• 753-6831

Heartland -.
Rehabilitation Services
(270)759-9500
208 South 6th Street • Murray, KY

9Get)Life
Ckel:SIlan Zoos/ore

StJtefdITI

State Farm
PrOVIding

Insurance and Firancial Services

411v,

Chad Cochran

ST LEO CATHOLIC CHURCH
401 North 12th Street
Saturday Mass 5:00 p.m.
Sunday Mass 8:00 a.m. & 11:00 a.m.

1712 St. RI. 121 N.. Suite A . Murray. KY 42071
Bus 270-761-54,33 • Cell 270-227-6522
chad@chadcochran.com
vnvwchadcochran.com

('!IRISH \
FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
111 North 5th Street
Sunday School 9:45 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:45 a.m.

fl

MURRAY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
1508 Chestnut Street
Sunday Bible School 9:30 am.
Sunday Worship 10:30 a.m & 6:00 p.m.

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE SOCIETY
1634 Main Street
Sunday School 10:30 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:30 a.m.

s

'

Andrew Norman
Financial Advisor
1712 B Hwy 121 N
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-4018

..,.,edwardiones cool

\( I SFRNII

Edward Jones
MANIPIG SENSE Of INVISTING

(MA

205 N. 12th St.
Murray
VKFC

III R(1101 4 [URN!
ALMO CHURCH OF CHRIST
955 Almo Road • Aimo
Sunday Bible School 9:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 9•50 a.m. & 600 p.m.

701

rin 5th 6,i Main on the Court Square
753-1622
I

ST. HENRY'S CATHOLIC CHURCH
16097 Hwy. 68 East • Aurora
Saturday Mass 4:00 p.m.
Sunday Mass 10:30 a.m.

( I I KIS II 5\ S(

1I H

753-7101

•&At

COLDWATER CHURCH OF CHRIST
6467 State Route 121North
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10 15 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
DEXTER CHURCH Of CHRIST
157 Walnut Street South • Dexter
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:30 a.m. & 6.00 p.m.

mcKINNEY
wmustatittlami

Wasar tIonsistcrown hiessrsancis flboarrce.'"

".

100 N. 5th St. • Illorray, KY 42071
7S3-3500 • www.nicklesoeyhes.com
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Pamela Wurgler is Chancel
Choir director and Joan Bowker
is organist. Sunday School is at
9:50 a.m.
Hazel Church of Christ:
Mackie Gallimore, minister,
will speak about "False Views
of Sin" with scripture from
Genesis 3:4. The evening service will include congregational
singing with fellowship to follow. Wednesday's service
begins at 6 p.m. Bible Study is
at 9 a.m.
Northside Baptist Church:
Pastor Brett will be speaking
about "Approaching the Divine"
with scripture from Ecclesiastes
5:1-8 sunday morning and
evening. Special music will be
by KAthy Ligon and Cindy
Ward. Greeters will be Larry
and Connie Jones. Pamela
Seward is pianist and Janet
Arnold is organist.
Friendship
Church
of
Christ: Joey Glisson will teach
the adult class at 10 a.m. and
will speak at the 11 a.m. worship service. The evening service will be congregational
singing at 6 p.m. with a fellowship service to follow.

Duane Curtis. Sunday school
starts at 9 a.m. Wednesday night
prayer and youth sessions will
be at 6:30 p.m.
University Church of Christ:
Charley Bazzell. pulpit minister,
will speak about "Hold On To
Jesus!" with scripture from
Hebrews 3: 1-19 at the 10 a.m.
worship service. At the 5 p.m.
worship service guest speaker
Mark Tindall will speak about
Honduras
Missionary.
the
Wayne Horton will. lead opening prayer. Greg DeLancey will
preside at the Lord's table.
Willie Maxwell will have closing prayer. Sunday School is at
9 a.m. Roy Hawkins is youth
minister and Danny Claiborne is
worship leader.
First United Methodist: Dr.
Rick Dye. pastor. will speak
about "Drawing Near to God"
with scripture from James 3:134:3; 7-8a at the 8:45 a.m. early
light service and the 11 a.m, traditional service. Acolytes will
he Hannah and Mallory
Moore. Acolyte parent will be
'Colin Moore. Susan Blackford
is Praise Team director, Dr.

CHURCHES
Bethany Baptist
revival to be held Sept. 24-28

A fellowship meal will be held at 5:30 p.m. on Sunday, Sept. 23.
Everyone is welcome.

Bethany Baptist Church in New Concord will hold a revival from
Sept. 24-28. Bro. Kenneth Newsom will be the evangelist. Prayer
Service will be at 6:30 p.m. with preaching at 7 p.m. For more information call (270)436-5243.

Southpoint Church of God
to hold Biker Sunday

Southpoint Church of God.Inc., will hold their 14th Annual Biker
Sunday on Sept. 20. at the 10:30 am. worship service. A complimentary barbecue will follow the service, where Grumpy's
Smokehouse BBQ will be served. The public is invited to attend.
Southpoint Church of God.Inc.. is located two miles south of West
The Bethel Fellowship Church will have their homecoming on - Frankfort,Ill., o,n Highway 27. For more information call(618)937Sunday. Sept. 23. with hymns and southern gospel songs. Sunday 4766.
school will be at 10 a.m. with worship and singing at 11 a.m. Lunch
will follow at 12 p.m. Everyone is welcome. For more information
call (270) 293-0286.

Bethel Fellowship
homecoming slated

New Mt.Carmel
homecoming to be held Sept. 23

Mason Chapel to
hear guest speaker
Mason's Chapel United Methodist Church will have Bro. Joe
Thorn as guest evangelist on Sunday. Sept. 23. Bro. Thorn will be
focusing on the question "Who Is Jesus?" Worship services will be
at II a.m. and 6 p.m. Following the 11 a.m. service will be a potluck
meal. Everyone is invited to attend. Mason's Chapel is located on
Hwy. 1497, Old Murray-Paris Road.

Homecoming at New Mt. Carmel Missionary Baptist Church will
be held Sunday. Sept. 23 with guest speaker George White. A fellowship meal will follow the service. Special music will be provided by Randy. Gary and Tony McClure and Roger Stubblefield, formerly the King's Sons. Sunday school begins at 10 a.m. with woship
at 11 a.m. Jack Henshaw, pastor, invites the public to attend. The
church is located on 121 S., five miles south on New Concord. For
more information call 436-5548.

Gospel Explosion Fundrasier
scheduled for Saturday

Palestine Methodist Church
will hear Thorn
Bro. Joe Thorn will be the speaker for revival services at Palestine
Methodist Church. Sept. 23-26. Services will at 7 p.m. each night.

St. John Missionary Baptist Church Missionary Ministry will hold
a Gospel Explosion Musical Fundraiser on Saturday. Sept. 22, at 4
p.m.
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Pizza. Pasta, Sandwiches & Salads
Carry Out Available
No Delivery

For you are all sons of God through faith in Christ Jesus.
'Tor as many of you as were baptized into Christ have
put on Christ.'There is neither Jew nor Greek, there
is neither slave norfree, there is neither male norfemale;
for you are all one in Christ Jesus.
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HILUARD LYONS

414 Main StreellMorr.n. KS 42071
2711-751-11661900.444.1a41 tax 270-753-1.169
RAraniohilliard.com I wv.iis hilliard.tom
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Parker Ford
Lincoln il
LINCOLN
701 Main St.• Murray •(270) 753-5273
www.parkerford.com
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Our Showroom Is Open Mon.-Fri. 8-4:00

612 South 9th Street • 753-5719
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Galatians 3:26-28

Hours: Tues.-Thurs. 11 a.m. - 9p.m..
Fri. - Sat. 11 a.m. - 10 p.m . Sun. 11 a.m. - 9p.m.

reet

TOM
'
S

203 South 4th Street • Murra
270-753-1854 • vk Wm.fhernurra).org
The eternal god is a dweffingyface,
erneuth are the everlasting a
Deuteronomy 33:27

FARMINGTON CHURCH OF CHRIST
145 Hawshaw Street • Farmington
Sunday Bible Study 9:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:00 a.m.
FRIENDSHIP CHURCH OF CHRIST
50 Kirk Ridge Road
Sunday Bible Study 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
GLENDALE ROAD CHURCH OF CHRIST
1101 Glendale Road
Sunday Bible Study 10:15 a.m.
Sunday Worship 9:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
GREEN PLAIN CHURCH OF CHRIST
3980 Murray-Paris Road • Hazel
Sunday Bible Study 1000 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:45 a.m. & 6 00 p.m.
HAZEL CHURCH OF CHRIST
301 Center Street • Hazel
Sunday Bible Study 9:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 9:50 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

LYNN GROVE UNITED METHODIST
8317 State Route 121 North
Sunday School 9:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 9:30 a.m.

HARMONY MENNONITE CHURCH
83 Honeybee Lane
Sunday School 10:00 a.m..
Sunday Worship 6:00 p.m.

MARTIN'S CHAPEL UNITED METHODIST
1619 Martin Chapel Road
Sunday School 10:30 a.m
Sunday Worship 9:00 a.m.

HARVEST LAND MINISTRIES INT.
1714 Plainview Drive
Sunday Worship 10:00 a.m.

MASONS CHAPEL UNITED METHODIST
84 Murray Paris Road • Hazel
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m.

HIGHER PRAISE WORSHIP CENTER
5623 Hwy. 641 North
Sunday Praise/Worship 1030 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

PALESTINE UNITED METHODIST
2356 Palestine Church Road • Dexter
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

MURRAY FAMILY CHURCH
92 Chestnut Street
Sunday Worship 10:00 a.m.
NEW LIFE CHRISTIAN CENTER
Corner of 3rd & Maple
Sunday Worship 10:30 a.m.

RUSSELL CHAPEL UNITED METHODIST
229 Rowlett Trail
Sunday School 11:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 9:30 a.m.

JEHON VIES WITNESSES
HICKORY GROVE CHURCH OF CHRIST
976 Jackson Road • Almo
Sunday Bible Class 9:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

JEHOVAH S WITNESS
1052 State Route 121
Public Talk 9:30 a.m.
Watchtower Study 10:30 a.m.

TEMPLE HILL UNITED METHODIST
3878 Almo-Shiloh Road • Dexter
Sunday School 9:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:00 a m.

KIRKSEY CHURCH OF CHRIST
3923 Kirksey Road • Kirksey
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:50 a.m. & 7:00 p.m.

LUTHERAN

WAYMEN CHAPEL
407 Barnett Street • Hazel
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11 00 a.m.

MT. OLIVE CHURCH OF CHRIST
586 Parker Road • Kirksey
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 600 p.m.
NEW CONCORD CHURCH OF CHRIST
121 Artesian Drive • New Concord
Sunday Bible Classes 9:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 9:50 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
NEW PROVIDENCE CHURCH OF CHRIST
60 Christian Lane • Hazel
Sunday Bible Study 9:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:00 a.m. & 5:00 p.m.

IMMANUEL LUTHERAN CHURCH
100 South 13th
Bible Study 9:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:30 a.m.

NIE1'1101)IST
BETHEL UNITED METHODIST
808 Broad Street
Sunday School 10:30 a.m.
Sunday Worshtp930 a m. & 2n64th Sun at 6:00 p m
BROOKS CHAPEL UNITED METHODIST
4211 Brooks Chapel Road • Dexter
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 1100 a.m. & 1s1i3rd Sun. .1 606 pin

PLEASANT VALLEY CHURCH OF CHRIST
51 Oakcrest Drive
Sunday Worship 10:45 a.m. & 6.00 pm

COLDWATER UNITED METHODIST
8317 State Route 121 North
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m.

UNION GROVE CHURCH OF CHRIST
2081 Poor Farm Road
Sunday Bible Class 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:50 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

COLES CAMPGROUND UNITED METHODIST
1449 Coles Campground Road
Sunday School 9:50 a.m.
Sunday Worship 8:50 am

UNIVERSITY CHURCH OF CHRIST
801 North 12th Street
Sunday Bible Classes 9:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:00 a.m. & 5:00 p.m

DEXTER-HARDIN UNITED METHODIST
5161 Radio Road
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Woi:ship 11:00 a.m.

WEST MURRAY CHURCH OF CHRIST
Corner of Doran Road & Holiday Rd.
Sunday Worship 10:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

FIRST UNITED METHODIST
503 Maple Street
Sunday School 9:50 a.m.
Sunday Worship 8:45 a.m. & 11:00 a.m.

WILLIAMS CHAPEL CHURCH OF CHRIST
7793 State Route 94 West
Sunday Worship 9 00 a m & 6 00 p m

(111 RCII 01' It SI (IIRIst
iii I kl II 14-1)xl
CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST OF LDS
602 South 16th Street
Sacrament Meeting 10:00 a.m
Sunday School 11 10 a.m.

ST JOHN'S EPISCOPAL CHURCH
1620 West Main Street
Sunday School 9:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:30 a.m.

1

1.1 N
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CHRISTIAN COMMUNITY CHURCH
1201 South 16th Street
Childran's Sunday School 11:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:30 a.m

Pa00, Salads it

(.1,,.(,,,I,T,

Lunch Menu starting at $5.99
Now Available 11-3 on Sundays for a
limited Time Only... Sept.. 2-Nob. 25
BANQUET 1(0051 FACILITIES
Open Tues.-Thurs. II.110-9:00,Fri,-Sea. 11:00-10:00

S. PLEASANT GROVE UNITED METHODIST
5671 Crossland Road
Sunday School 9:45 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:45 a.m.

1 Pls( 011 %1.

Please contact the Ledger & Times
office if your church listing is
incorrect or has been omitted.
Call Trudy at 270-7
or email
trudy@murrayledgerrom

CHURCH OF THE LIVING GOD
502 North LP Miller Street
Sunday Bible School 9.30 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:30 a.m. & 7:00 p.m.

111
\f, ori,.

GOOD SHEPHERD UNITED METHODIST
84 Cherry Corner Road
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 1100 a.m.
GOSHEN UNITED METHODIST
3665 Kirksey Road • Kirksey
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 9:00 a.m.
HAZEL UNITED METHODIST
505 Main Street • Hazel
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m
INDEPENDENCE UNITED METHODIST
2705 Almo Road • Dexter
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m.
KIRKSEY UNITED METHODIST
3665 Kirksey Road • Kirksay
Sunday School 1000 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m.

PENTECOSTAL
BETHEL FELLOWSHIP
9950 State Route 94 East
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m
BETHEL PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
407 Bethel Road
Sunday School 10.00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 5:00 p.m.
CALVARY TEMPLE
2645 Hwy. 641 South
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:30 p.m.
DEXTER PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
505 Rockhouse Drive • Almo
Sunday School 1000 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
FAITH TABERNACLE CHURCH
525 Peeler Road • Dexter
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 7:00 p.m.
MURRAY FIRST UNITED PENTECOSTAL
1927 State Route 121 North
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m.
NEW CONCORD UNITED PENTECOSTAL
166 Dunbar Road • New Concord
Sunday Worship 10:00 a.m. & 6:03 p.m.
TRINITY CHRISTIAN CENTER
601 North 18th Street
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:50 cm. & 6 p.m.

and Sunday II00-901. Chord Monday.

1501 N. 12TH Si'. • N1URRAY • 753-4521
-

CALLOWAY MONUMENT CO.
SI.VCE 1944

Our Family Is Here To Help lours
1707 VV. Slain • Vliirra • 270-753-1962
callowaymonumentco.murrapky.net
www.callowaymonumentcompany.com
•

Larry J Jackson
Financial Adv,sor
305 N 12th Street Suns 8
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-4227

Edward Jones
www.edwardlones corn

MAKING SENSE Of INVESTING

Your Advertisement
Could Be Here!
Call 270-753-1916 or
email mItads@murrayledgercorn
to reserve your space TODAY!
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Certfree &/Pee coittrof
939 State Route 121 N.• Murray
753-6433• 1-800-264-1433
www.servallpestcontrol.com

Stete/0-1,

State Farm
Providing Incurance ard Financial Services

Ryan Walker, Agent
302 Main Si. • Murray. KY 42071
Bus 270-753-9935
ryan waiker.rsja Cd'statetarm.com

LIBERTY CUMBERLAND PRESBYTERIAN
8667 State Route 94 East
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m
NORTH PLEASANT GROVE
CUMBERLAND PRESBYTERIAN
2129 Graham Road
Sunday School 10:00 a.m
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m.
UNITY CUMBERLAND PRESBYTERIAN
1929 East Unity Church Road • Hardin
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 1100 a.m. II 6:30 p.m.

FI

Retirrment Solutions with a Personal Much
Let tiltass.isl :int.' in all or sinir IR 5,
-

Pension, 40111. Iand Retiretntnt needs.

Diana Thomason. Financial Consonant
270-761-4121..300 Maple St. • Mummy
nione.nnene.m.isirriamasx art
Call today for your free consultation`
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PRESIBI1 I.R1 %N.
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN
1601 Main Street
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:45 a.m.
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Aras. KY
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Office Technology Specialists
1-800-858-0492
1393 State Route 45 North • Mayfield. KY
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Lost books of the Bible
Question: Occasionally we
hear
of
ancient docurnents
whick have
been discovered
that
some people
claim
are
lost books
of the Bible.
What Would Why do
Christians
Jesus Do? of
today
By Richard
refuse
to
Youngblood,
accept these
Minister of
books?
University
Answer:
Church of
The
books of
Christ
our
Bible
were written at separate times
and places. The ancient Jewish
community and later the
Christians gathered these manuscripts together. Then through a
long, thorough process, they
determined which ones should
be accepted as part of the
authoritative, Holy Spiritinspired books(2 Timothy 3:1617; 2 Peter 1:20-21). Through
the centuries, questions have
continued to be raised about
which of these writings should
have been included in or excruded from the list of authoritative
writings. However, no one has
been able to convince scholars
in general that another document should have been accepted
as part of the Bible. You can
learn more about this process in
books and encyclopedia articles
on "the canon of the Bible."
It was very common during
the second and third Christian

centuries for people to write
documents they hoped would
persuade others to believe their
unique doctrinal and philosophical ideas. To gain acceptance for
a writing, often the name of a
known biblical character was
attached as an acclaimed author.
Among these were the writings
of a group known as the
Gnostics which included the
Gospel of Judas. Gospel of
Thomas. Gospel of Mary,
Gospel of the Savior and others.
As an example of the kind
information we now have about
these books, consider the socalled Gospel of Judas. About
the year 180 A.D., the respected
Christian writer lrenaeus made
reference to the Gospel of Judas
in his book, Against Heresies.
This is the earliest known reference to this document. Irenaeus
was a second century bishop in
Lyon. France, who had been a
student of Polycarp. Polycarp
had been taught by the apostle
John. lrenaeus discounted the
Gospel of Judas as a document
of the "Cainites" that taught
anti-Christian heresy.
Even with a limited knowledge of the ancient teachings of
the Gnostics, one can see the
Gnostic influence in the Gospel
of Judas(An English translation
is available on the Internet.).
The Gnostics believed that only
pure spirit is good and that all
physical matter is evil. Thus,
this gospel suggests that by
betraying Jesus to death Judas
freed him from the evil body
that held him back. It claims
that Jesus said to Judas. "But

you will exceed all of them. For
you will sacrifice the man that
clothes me" (The Gospel of
Judas). Not only is this Gnostic
doctrine, but it is also very
inconsistent with the teachings
of the accepted writings of the
Bible.
The only copy of the Gospel
of Judas available today was
discovered in 1970 in Egypt. It
was written in the ancient
Coptic language and not in
Greek as were the other books
of the New Testament. After
years of study, scholars have
finally authenticated it as an
ancient document from about
A.D. 300. Even non-Christian
scholars agree that the Gospel of
Judas was written long after the
death of Judas. It is a fake writing of more recent origin and is
not an actual book by the Judas
who betrayed Jesus.
A similar story lies behind
each of the above mentioned
gospels. Such inconsistencies
are not found among the sixtysix books that have been accepted as the Bible for nearly 2,000
years. That is why Christians
today do not accept the so-called
"lost books of the Bible." Those
who claim there are additional
books of the Bible are either
uninformed of the real nature of
these books or else they are trying to discredit the accepted
books of the Bible.
(Send questions or comments
to University Church of Christ,
801 N. 12th, Murray,KY 42071
or phone 270-753-1881. This
article is reproduced on the
web: www.nchrist.org I

Colo. suspect in court, this time without red hair
CENTENNIAL, Colo. (AP)
— For the first time with hair
that's brown instead of a wild
shade of orangish-red, the suspect in Colorado's movie theater shooting appeared in court
Thursday as prosecutors gave
up their fight to see a notebook he sent to a university
psychiatrist, saying they didn't
want to delay proceedings.
Holmes appeared more animated during the hearing. He
smiled and glanced around the
courtroom, looking at his
lawyers Ind reportsrt coyering.
the hearing. He appeared to
be moving his mouth but not

actually talking.
Defense
attorneys
say
Holmes is mentally ill and that
the notebook, sent to Dr. Lynne
Fenton, shouldn't be released
because of doctor-patient privilege. Fenton last saw Holmes
professionally on June 11 before
seeing him again in court on
Aug. 30.
Prosecutors argued that the
notebook and its contents are
fair game. He planned to be
dead or in prison after the
shooting rampage at an opening,night showing of "The Dark
Night Rises," they said, and
had no plans to undergo ther-

OF SERVING

apy.
But Deputy District - Attorney Rich Orman said even if
prosecutors convinced the judge
the notebook isn't protected,
defense attorneys would likely appeal the decision.
If Holmes' mental health
becomes an issue in the case.
Orman said Holmes would have
to waive privilege and prosecutors likely would gain access
to the notebook.
Holmes has been charged
with 142 counts, including murder and attempted murder,stemming from the July 20 attack
at an Aurora theater.

PAIGE GRAVES / Ledger 8. Tomes

A MELON GROWS IN MURRAY: What grows in Murray stays in Murray, and this watermelon is proof. According to a local downtown shop owner, pieces of watermelon were left in a
flowerpot on the Court Square outside Marsha's of Murray after a Saturday market. The result
is a new watermelon plant, slowly but surely beautifying its new home.

MSU,Owensboro High
perform together in theatre
Special to the Ledger
OWENSBORO, Ky.
—
Murray State University students from the Department of
Theatre were involved in a
unique performance opportunity
recently at Owensboro High
School. Five students from
MSU traveled to OHS to work
with their Theatre Director,
Carolyn Greer, and eight of her
students. The group presented
six scenes ranging from 7 minutes to 15 minutes in length. The
scenes included works from
-The
Stopwatch."
"The
Accident," "The Diary of Anne
Frank," "End of the Tunnel,"
and "The Pickup."
According to Carolyn Greer,
OHS Director of Theatre, "It
was so wonderful to have the
.MSU students come here and
work with our students! And to
be able to step outside of my
normal routine and direct several students from MSU was a

treat!" The students involved
from OHS were Hadley Rouse,
Kelsey Reese, Maddie BratcherEvans, Brie Greer. Aaron Clark,
Jonah Clark, Joseph Hunt, and
John Thomas Priar.
David Balthrop, Chair of the
Department of Theatre at MSU,
said,"I have known and worked
with Carolyn for several years
and I know the quality of her
work and her students. We have
several of her OHS students
now in our department at MSU
who are doing very well. So to
have the chance to work closely
with her, and students that I
don't know as well, was great
fun!- The MSU students
involved were Chase Chadwick,
Emily
Birnstein, Rebecca
Shepherd, Caroline Ruark, and
Salar Ardebili.
The time together was such a
success with all students and
faculty involved that plans are
already in place for next year.
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Balthrop said, "Both Carolyn
and I see the great potential for
our students with this endeavor.
I'm hopeful that in the future we
can open this up to students who
want to write plays so we can
produce some of their original
short works."
Greer agreed, saying, "This
was the first time that MSU and
OHS has taken this fun and
exciting approach to producing
theatre together and I'm hopeful
that we can continue this event
with other students and in other
ways." Both Balthrop and Greer
agree on one thing; the students
involved experienced an entirely new perspective on what it
can mean to do theatre for the
enjoyment of the an without the
pressure of formal "performance." Balthrop's closing
remark summed it up; "Theatre
should be a labor of love ... not
just a labor. We need our
upcoming students and theatre
practitioners to understand the
enjoyment that comes with the
work ... not just the final product. That enjoyment is what
makes our audiences have such
a great time at the theatre."

How the
tabby got
its stripes
NEW YORK (AP). — How
does a tabby cat earn its stripes'?
With the right DNA.
Scientists say they've found
the gene that sets the common tabby pattern — stripes
or blotches.
It's one of several genes
that collaborate to create the
distinctive design of a cat's coat,
and it's the first of the pattern genes to be identified.
Cats with narrow stripes,
the so-called "mackerel" pattern, have a working copy of
the gene. But if a mutation turns
the gene off, the cat ends up
with the blotchy "classic" pattern, researchers reported online
Thursday in the journal Science.
It's called "classic" because
"cat lovers really like the
blotched pattern," said one of
the authors, Greg Barsh. He
works at both Stanford University and the HudsonAlpha
Institute of Biotechnology in
Huntsville, Ala.
The research team, which
included scientists from the
National Cancer Institute.
examined DNA from wild cats
in California to identify the
gene.
They also found that a mutation in the same gene produces the blotches and stripes
of the rare "king" cheetah.
rather than the spots most
cheetahs have.
Leslie Lyons, a cat geneticist who studies coat color traits
at the University of California. Davis, but didn't participate in the new work, agreed
that the research has identified the tabby's stripes-versusblotches gene. She noted that
mysteries remain,like just what
genetic machinery gives a tabby
spots.
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Help tense

Sealed bids for the following vehicles will be
received by Murray Independent Schools/Murray
Head Start, 208 S. 13th St, Murray, KY 42071 until
2:00 p.m., October 4, 2012 Any bids received after
the closing time will be returned unopened.
1994 Blue Ford Crown Victoria
1.
1995 Champaghe Ford Crown Victoria
2.
1994 White Ford Crown Victoria
3.
1995 Green Ford Crown Victoria
4.
1996 White Ford Crown Victoria
5.
The removal of vehicles and transfer of title is the
responsibility of the purchaser.
Murray Head Start reserves the right to reject any
or all bids. Bid packets may be obtained and vehicles may be viewed at the Murray Head Start office
between 8-4:30 weekdays. All vehicles will be sold
"as is" and without warranty.
Phone:(270(753-6031 for more information

Walgreens S09150, mailing address 1205 Main St.,
Murray, KY 42071 hereby declares intention)s)to apply
for a Retail Beer liceruses) no later than September
18th, 2012. The business to be licensed will be located
at 1205 Main St., Murray, KY 42071 doing business as
Walgreeris #09150. The ,otener(s), Principal Officers and
I)inttors,. Limited PartnerN; or Members are as follows:
President & CEO, Gregory Wasson of 1274 Red Hotly
Court, Long Grove, IL 60049, President Community
Management, Mark A. Wagner of 1127 S. Ridge Rd.,
Lake Forrest, IL 60045,Assistant Secretary, Michael D.
Felish of 219 9th St., Wilmette, IL 60091. Any person,
association, corporation, or body politic may protest the
granting of the licenses) by writing the Dept. of
Alcoholic Beverage Control, 1003 Twilight Trail.
Frankfort, KY 40601-8400, within 30 days ofthe date of
this legal publication
INVITATION TO BID
Murray Natural Gas System will receive sealed bids
for pipe. Specifications are available at Murray
Natural Gas, 200 Andrus Dr., Murray, KY 42071.
Bids are to be sealed and marked "Bid-Gas Pipe".
Sealed bids are to be delivered to Murray Natural
Gas by 3:00pm local time on Monday, October 8,
2012, Murray Natural Gas reserves the right to
waive informalities and to reject any and all bids.
G&C Storage
& Propane
119 Main. Murray, KY
Will sell contents of
units: #59, #51, #18
September 22, 2012
270-753-6266

PUBLIC
AUCTION
AAA
Ministorage
September 22
Saturday 9 00AM
1504 Diuguid Dr.
Following Units
Will Be Sold
29. 34. 53
73. 117
020
Notice

GET THIS 1X1
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916

2009
Toyota Prius
purchase or take
over payments

Lynn Grove
Sett Storage
270-519-0143
owl & Laura Key
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Now taking applications for Full-Time/Part-Time
Managers and Shill Leaders for the
Murray Dunkin Donuts, opening soon.
Previous restaurant experience preferred
Please send all resumes/inquiries to
mikespaulding0teamdunkin.com
EOE

The Murray-Calloway Co. Parks Department
Is seeking a fill-In, part-time Park Ranger for
as-needed evening duty.
Expenence in law enforcement, public safety or
public service preferred. Demonstrated ability
to interact and communicate with the general
public necessary. Job duties include patrolling
and secunng park property, carrying out park
usage policy, assisting park patrons as
necessary. Position reports to Park Director.
Application deadline Is September 24,
Submit a cover letter with resume and
three references to
Park Ranger Position, MCC Parks,
900 Payne St., Murray, KY 42071_
Or email same to
tab.brockman @ murrayoarks.org
MCCParks is an equal opportunity employer.

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
'help wanted- section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledgercorn.
you will be redirected
to jobnetwork.COM.
By default.
Murray: and local job
listings will appear on
this website.
However. as a national
website. not all listings
on the jobnetwork.com
Ire placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings. Thank you

Call 753-9367
FULL-TIME position in
THE Murray Ledger & office. Call 767-9111 to
Times considers its make appointment for
sources reliable, but interview.
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although PART-TIME
persons and compa- Merchandiser to servnies mentioned herein ice
magazines
in
are believed to be rep- Murray.
Apply
at
utable, The Murray viview.abbly2lobs.corni
Ledger & Times, nor selectmerchandising
any of its employees services
accept any responsibil- or call 678-227-3379
ity whatsoever for their
activities.
060
lisip Wanted

eMURRAY
_

060
lisp Wartime

GROWING
home
health agency looking
for immediate hire of a
part-time
Social
Worker,
Master's
degree
required.
Candidate will be providing, directing, supervising, and evaluating
of medical social'services to clients in the
home. Two years clinical experience and/or
home health experience preferred. Current
CPR card, current driver's license and automobile
insurance
required. EOE. Please
e-mail
resume to
Ibrown hhpky.com or
mail resume to: 1900
N. 12th St., Suite G,
Murray, KY 42071,
attn: Lei Ann Brown,
RN. Administrator

Equipment Room Attendant S7.38/hr
Building Services Team Leader $7.97/hr
(2) Building Services Technician I $7.25/hr
Apply online & view additional details at:
WWII.Murraystateobs.com

Women/minorities encouraged to app/y
An EEO, M/F/D, M employer

PHONE SALES REPRESENTATIVE
S'PORTABLE
SCOREBOARDS' Call
Center has a full time
position available for a
career minded individual with superior people skills. As a Sales
Representative you will
be working with new
customers pnmarily by
telephone and Internet
from our Murray office.
Call Center experience
is a plus.
If you are upbeat, confident,
detail-oriented, enjoy working with
people, have outstanding phone skills and
rewarding
want
a
career, please apply.
We offer excellent pay
with a bonus incentive
plan and a competitive
benefit package.
Email resume to recruitinglascoreboard I corn
Or
mail
to:
S'PORTABLE SCOREBOARDS,
ATTN:
Human
Resources,
106 Max Hurt Dnve,
Murray, KY 42071

ASHLEY
Fireplace
Insert!
Charcoal with brass
tnm, glass door, ash
pan, cast iron grates,
variable speed fan with
manual and automatic
control. Catalytic combustion.
Model
CANF2. Have all information and instruction
papers for insert. Very
nice unit.
270-436-5185 $575
Hardwood
slabs
$10/bundle. We will
load Mon.-Fri. 7AM4PM. 5 miles South of
Cadiz on 671 McAtee
Rd 931-216-2785

R.C.S
Dent Be Stressed!
Relax'
Cs1111C.S.
ResadentkJJ & Cormorneul
arming Senses
Let Us Do Your[My Weed
AllardaDie,Free Estrnales!
270-9704612
HOUSES
SEEKING
TO CLEAN
270-627-6095
Seeking person to
watch kids 3-4 days
weekly © my home.
Also, need college tutor
2-3 days a week. Call
after 5pm. 226-4252

MOM COMPUTERS
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3556
140
Want to Bey
ANTIQUES, Call Larry
753-3633
BUYING old U.S.
coin collections
Small or large.
270-293-6999
GOOD used air conditioner, used carpeting,
refrigerator,
stove,
electnc & gas heater,
storm windows
753-4109

LEE JEWELRY
ARTISANS

Want to buy running
and non-running cars
and trucks. KEY AUTO
PARTS 759-9694

[cLi i -ism*. [ill-PP-uk

NEW apartment in
Hazel. $550.00/mo.
plus deposit all utilities
included.
270-492-8211
NOW LEASING
1,2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #711

GMLANEil
RENTAL
If yoo've got It we eon store It
For all your storage convenience
Choose from our 3 locations:
• Murray Store & Lock - 1611 N. 12th St
• MBC Storage - 1900 N. 12th St
Lights, Electricity, and 24/7 Surveillance
• Garland Rental Boat & Mini Storage - Hwy 94E
All sizes available, call today
to reserve your storage unit

Houses For Rent

NMI

270-753-2905

CLOSE to campus! 4
bedroom rental house.
References, 1 year
lease. Available immediately.
No
pets.
$700/mo
$700/dep
436-5085

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD ELKINS

(270) 753-1713

Large China cabinet
2pc. beautiful oak.
Must see $500 013,0
270-227-4037
&

Oak Hoosier cabinet

lop PfIrt,'S RIK! or

ESTABLISHED
Regional
Gospel
Seeking
A
Group
Singer! Must be able to
sing harmony and free
to travel on weekends.
For auditions call
270-293-2972

For Fisnt

$500, leather couch

Computers
LOCAL retail store
accepting resumes for
full time management
position. Point of sale
and register experience
a plus. Must work well
with people, have previous Customer Service
expenence, be self motivated, organized, pay
attention to detail, and
able to work nights &
weekends. Must pass a
drug test and have a
background
CLEAR
check.
Please
fax
resume with references
to (270) 763-6838 or
e-mail to
fabfinds505@yahoo.com

ArIkise
For Sala

Large oak table
chairs $500.
270-227-4037

120

STATE UNIVERSITY

Full-time lob vacancies at Murray campus.
Additional pay dependent upon qualifications.

Help Wailed

$1200, L-shaped desk
and book case $600,
entertainment cabinet
$475, oak High Boy
dresser $750, sofa
table $150, bicycle
trainer (like new) $100.
256-653-5835

Northwood
STORAGE
1302 Philmoos DE. I 11111URILAT,ky

HOUSE FOR RENT 3/2 BRICK RANCH,
UNFURNISHED, CITY
SCHOOLS,
QUIET
NEIGHBORHOOD ON
DRIVE,
MELROSE
CENTRAL
A/C
&
HEAT,
2-CAR
ATTACHED GARAGE,
STOVE,
FRIDGE,
DISHWASHER, W/D
HOOKUP,
BIG
FENCED BACK YARD,
ANNUAL
LEASEAUGUST/JULY,
$850/M0 TEL
270-978-2589

1-11HWAY 80

STORAGE
454

1 STOPIA00 UNITS

NEON BEACH
MINI STORAGE
ze n
24/7 Surveillance
Climate Control
Electricity

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50.
753-7668

1850 St Rt. 121S
Murray. KY 42071
270-753-5562

28R, 1BA Apartment.
Water
&
Laundry
Included. $425/mo
270-719-1654

Pits& Sumba

KEY MINI

Nice 2I3R. No pets.
753-9866

2BR IBA Duplex,
CHVAC, all appliances, quiet safe
neighborhood.
$475/mo, 1 month
security, no pets.
(270)519-4831

753-3853

119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell: (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

WAREHOUSES

1 OR 2br apts. nea
Murray.
downtown
Lease and deposit
required. 753-4109.

812 Whitnell Ave.

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE

3BR 2BA
North of Murray
270-753-0531

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
.Inside climate control
storage
•Security alarmed
'Safe & clean
*We sell boxes!
'We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

DOG Obedience.
(270)436-2858.

puppies.
Shih-tzu
CKC
Male/female,
shots/wormed, $250$300 270-804-8103

4Of 41414441
Wiimr gen
en. ,S RENATE
If MOIR WAY

WILE

oleforhealth.00m

PAINTING contractor is
recruiting experienced
professional journeymen painters. Must
have 4-years professional painting experience. To apply call
753-6895 & leave voice
message. No walk in
applicants accepted.
EOE

.t

\\'lPI N11 1 1-s

Ptil 11

FREE to good home.
Gray momma has
Shots. 4 kittens, 1 boy
First set of shots.

Local Telephone company Is seeking an
Installation and Repair Technician.
This position will be responsible for installing
and repairing telephone, cable television. and
PBX services. The candidate should have skills
relating to customer service, safety, team building, making local decisions, and have the ability
to learn and use various types of test equipment.
Candidates interested should email a resume to

csaiwationstaielon

TAPLOGIC in Murray,
KY is currently accepting resumes for positions in marketing, web
development,
and
In
graphic design.
house positions only.
Salary based upon
experience.
Send
resume to
jobs0tapiogic com

Articles
For Sale

370
Pron.
For Sale

5 piece Red Cherry vintage double bedroom
suite $700, 2 double
beds $65/ea, wrought
iron bench $90, roll top
desk $300, bookshelf
chest $125, Framed
Old
Kentucky
My
Home print 38"x47753-5310
CHRISTOPHER'S
Coins
is buying.
What do you have
to sell'?
Business is booming Trends N' Treasures
Dr. Fuhrman,
270-753-4161
FIREWOOD: cut, split
seasoned oak. You
haul 753-8119

Calloway Gardens
Essex Downs
Apartments
I BR from $345
2BR from 1.375
270-7534554
1505 DuiguW I.
TDD 14100-545-11133
Ext. 2E3
t2r Fqual 0000,1."0",

Rentals
GARLAND
presently has two bedroom apartments availCall for your
able
today.
appointment
270-753-2905.

5513
St. At. 121N.

SAT. & SUN.
8am - 2pm
Furniture,
few antiques,
ining table & chairs
Too Much To List!

subscribe to the

For Sale or Lease
The Bullpen
Restaurant

ir MURRAY

I

rin

LEDGER& IMES

Building
110 S. 5th St

4BR, 2BA, all appliC/H/A.
ances,
Coleman Real Estate.
753-9898

MOVING/
ESTATE SALE

Find out what's:
happening
this summer...

-

Home DeNvery
LOC/1111 Mall
Calinsay
3 ma --MIN
3
6 too.
V58,11
---.-$43.80
lye. —9188i0 6 so.—.—..4111.811
1 yr.

150
Lake Way Nursing and Rehab Center is
currently accepting applications for the
following positions:
KMA(Kentucky Mecloalicsi Aide)fulHlme position.
We offer competitive wages and an excellent
benefit package. Apply in person at Lake Way
Nursing and Rehab Center 2607 Main Street
Hwy 641 S Benton, KY 42025
EOE/AAE NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE

IMULTIPLE SIZES TO
!FIT YOUR NEEDS

270.97 . 1 1 07
270.9 7 Ei. 1 1 09

Storage Fiwitais

26R, 2BA on acre lot
Very clean, yard mow
ing included. No inside
pets. $325/mo plus
deposit. 270-623-6314
or 270-978-6492

Mows, Ks

Isara aim *mecum

Very nice, 38R, 2BA
house in golf course
community, WiD hookup, 2 car garage &
fenced in back yard.
$985/mo. 978-6000,
293-7085

For sale: 2011 mobile
home. 2BR, 2BA.
Asking $50,000. Call
227-8721 after 5pm.
280
*Mk kola For Rent

GIIANT RD. •

Serious inquiries

270-293-4602

ReAiry.
it ofa KY/TN
Itschaml

3at.—WM
6 so.--Mee
'-S.
lit-3121LN 1 yr.

C.etkProp.For Runt

office/retail
Large
3
officesspace
1,000sq.ft warehouse.
602 Maple St Call
270-753-8964 for into.

F

EE Suppass

AKC French & English
Bulldog PuPPlos.
270-336-3943
270-994-3915
AKC Registered Boxer
Black & White female
9wk old $400
270-226-9565

MI Other Mall
Sobacripticias
mo.

I Check

Money Order

Visa

WC

Name
I
I
I
II
I
I
I

— I

St. Address_
I
—I

city

I
I
I
I
I.

State
.
Daytime Ph.

Zip_

Mail this coupon with payment to:

Murray Lodger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, NY 49071
Or call (270)753-1918

I
I
I

I
I
I
I

a
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Vird frals
TRAVELING
PANTS
CONSIGNMENT
At New Location!
11% St. Rt. 121 N
old Holmes
Restaurant Bldg.
THURS. FRI.
9sun - 5pm
SAT.
sts,)
91Nlige,
7
ve
100sdeems iess than $
Trandisi Pants
so frisebsski

SUDOKU

HUGE 7-FAMILY YARD SALE

Conceptis

2739 St. Rt. 94 W.
FRIDAY & SATURDAY
7am - ??
Lawn mower, boat, furniture, TV stand,
baby swing, play pen, bouncy chair, car seat,
booster seats, household items, girls, boys,
& men's clothes, toys books
Lots Lots More!

Sudoku is a number-placing puzzle based on a 9x9 9cC with
several given numbers The olaect is io Oboe the numbers 110
9 in the empty squares so that each row each column and each
3x3 box contains the SW* numbed' Only once The deliCulty leve
or the Concedes Sudoku ncreases from Monday to Sunday

SudoKu

ily Dew Gwen

l

49
8

new horns construction
up to 100% financing
low fixed interest rates

4-

4 8 9 1 5 6 3 2 7
7 6 5 8 3 2 1 4 9
2 3 1 9 4 7 6 8 5
8 9 2 7 1 3 4 5 6

i

7
1

1 5 6 4 9 8 7 3 2
3 7 4 6 2 5 8 9 1
5 1 7 3 8 9 2 6 4
9 4 3 2 6 1 5 7 8
6 2 8 5 7 4 9 1 3

GARAGE SALE
%rem Mersa

106 Crossfield Dr.
in Crossfield Subdivision

AffiriNan4

SATURDAY
7am -?
Like new Taylor King Sofa, chairs &
ottoman, like new 09 Trek 2.1 road bike,
queen mattress & box springs, 2 gas grills,
queen bedding, custom made draperies,
Christmas decorations, & loads of nice
decorations, & loads of nice decorating
accessories, clothes & much more!

YARD SALE
1138
Wiswell
SATURDAY
6:30am -?
Dorm fridge, girls
clothes, rocking chair,
microwave, books,
toys, gx10 metal
storage building,
glassware, lots more

MOVING SALE
206
Woodlawn
SATURDAY
8am - 2pm
Painting, motorcycle helmet & 3 jackets, golf bag,
dress shirts, children's
clothes, bicycle. TN. monitor, 2 refrigerators II
dorm), 2 sets of skis, 2
printers, lots more!

HUGE
INDOOR SALE
Dexter
Comnutnity Center

USED TIRES

SATURDAY
7am -3pm

14. 15. 16 inch
Starting at S20
mounted

Clothing, household,
toys,antiques, home
interiors, furniture,
fishing,& men's stuff

YARD SALE
Neal Tn.
12IS. past Key's
right Ca Carraway Farms

SATURDAY
7am -?
Trampoline, DVD's,
video games, toys,
desk, kids-adult
clothes, antique bed &
wardrobe, misc.

HUGE
"MANLY"
YARD SALE YARD SALE
3155
100
St. Rt. 121 S. Fox Meadows
SATURDAY
SATURDAY
7am - 12pm
7am - 3pm
Furniture, baby
dothes, toys, earseats,
TV, home decor,
junior/ladies clothes,
& Much More!

Old 16gi shot-gun,
bow & case,
& reds, tackle-boxes,
new tent, lantern
8c case, asst. tools,
& more
I I

Call 753-5606
1997 Lincoln Mark VIII
Luxury sport coupe.
V8, heated seats, 6CD
changer, sunroof, 83k
miles, new tires, battery. $3.900. 753-9038
510
Carriers
2003 Springdale by
Keystone. 1211 slideout,
3011. bumper pull.
$8.995 270-293-4602
Bons & Motors
1985 Riviera Cruise
Pontoon Boat 2811
1984 Outboard Evin
70HP, new carpet
good leather seats, in
building.
enclosed
$4,000.00 O.B.O.
270-227-9965
530
Services Offered
1-270-227-0587
Al
Carpentry
Const.
New construction. All
home & mobile home
repair Free estimates.
Larry Nimmo 753-0353

Hill Electric
5 FAMILY
GARAGE SALE
356
Pineview Dr.

3 PARTY
YARD SALE
2254 Mitchell

New Concord, 121 S.

FRI. SAT. SUN.
lam - 4pm
Thais, knives,furniture,
clothes, toys, misc.
Win havefoliawing
weekend, sante times..

YARD SALE
641N. left on 464
right at stop sign
iglu on Hopkins Rd.

SATURDAY
8am -?
Girls clothes 6-10,
toys, books, shoes,
womens clothes, left
handed golf clubs,
Lots Mote!!

YARD SALE
700
Earl Cit.

SATURDAY
7am -?
home decor,clothes,
lots more

Public $on
AUSTIN Auction
Service
All types Auction
Benton, KY
270-705-4859

Rod Estate
Lake lots on Blood
River! Water lots starting at only $60,000
wooded only $12.000.
Underground power!
Owner financing! Sites
are ready now!
270-362-4990

Since 1986
Residential &
Commercial
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or
small

753-9562
www.hillelectric.com
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters,
junk & tree work.
A-1 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Insured
753-TREE (8733)
AFFORDABLE
ADVERTISING
• Truck Lettering
• Yard Signs
• Magnets
• Banners
270-293-0389
ANDRUS Excavating
and Septic Pumping,
excavator, back hoe,
hauling. Accept major
credit cards. 978-0343.
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

off Fairlaine

v.,411 ‘l

SATURDAY
Kids clothes, boys & girls
teen Abercrombie, AE,
Hollisler, 2 sofa's, queen
comforter set, plus she
women's & men's, sew
custom mode girls clothes

GARAGE SALE
809
Bagwell Blvd
SATURDAY
8am - 12pm
New weed Imam baby
walker, bosom mat,
nice bruit girl dodoes
& oboes up 24m,
Ober baby & baaseboil Mir Item
NO EARLY NMI
BOOTH 777 formerly
located at Peddler's
Mail for 6/yrs is now
located at Trends
Trtes. Same 777.
Lw Priced
New Location!

LAND: No. Calloway
County, 229 acres
hunting/timber, Fred
Jones Rd./Goodwin
Dr., $1,400/acre.
270-217-5524

II INN I I( ‘‘ •,

1,
9

R

im for Saki

1.000 sgft 38R, 1BA
Brick. Excellent condition, large lot with small
shed by East School.
234 Scenic Acres.
$79,900 293-8062
Beautiful brick home,
30R/28A, 1,866 sq.ft,
wood floors, updated,
1/2 mile from MSU
campus, $133,900.
1610 Sunset Dr.
270-970-1695

2
6

DALE ADAMS
ELECTRIC
Reasonable Rates
Quality Service
270-293-9192

.

Answer to previous puzzle

9

•••

1
72

MCCU1STON
ROOFING

lk I CI el ****

9,

DAVID ALLSOP
The Handyman

270-293-1924
Free Estimates
All the quality...
without all the mess

• Yard Work
• Paintinginterior & Extenor
• Light Mechanical
• Pet Setting
Reasonable Rates
References
270-978-4284

Gallimore Electrical Contractors, LLC

Cammerdal/Neslisetial
fames C. Gaillmers
W W W.GECLI.C.NET
(270) 759-0890
YEARRY'S
Tree
Service and mowing.
Licensed and insured.
24 hour emergency
assistance. Free estimates. Phone
436-2562, 227-0267

DRYWALL & painting:
no job too big or small.
Free estimates Call
Logan at
731-363-0166
FUTRELL'S
TREE SERVICE
*Trimming
*Removal
*Stump Grinding
*Firewood
*Insured
(270) 489-2839

PAINTING
KITERIOR
EGER1OR
PAWING

METAL ROOFS
THE LAST ROOF YOU
WILL EVER NEED'

WALLPAPERING
JIM DAY
PAINTING
753-4931
'FREE ESTIMATES'

MITCHELL
BROS.PAVING
Residentkil
•installaboc
8 Maintenance
40 yrs. expenence
Locally 0.vneoInsured
(270)759-0501

David's Home
Improvement
1.1.(
Water Damaged Floors
Braces 8 Floor Joists
Remodeling 8 Plumbing
Will Do Insurance Won,
Visa 8 MasterCard Accepted

Stockwell Exteriors
Mike 227-6238

Greg Mansfield

Garage Door
Sales & Maintenance
6" Continuous Gutters
0/eatHOMelOW1Sertrice
Don't spend your money ou of
state keep 4 lace?,
(270) 293-8480

FIVE STAR
CONSTRUCTION
We will beat anybody's
prices on
ANY TYPE OF
CONSTRUCTION
including
METAL ROOFS.
'Free Estimates!'
270127-3493

MILL SEPTIC
PUMPING
EXCAVATION
& TRUCKING
All Vier Sop* Nadi
Inthdietion
It Repair
Dirt, Gravel,
White Rock,
Sand, I Mulch
(270)293-8986

Horoscope
BIRTHDAY
for
HAPPY
Saturday, Sept. 22, 2012:
This year you'll want to be more
authentic. You also will want to
reveal your playful side more
often. If you are single, Cupid
seems to be running rampant in
your neighborhood. Enjoy it! If
you are attached, the two of you
act like newlyweds. CAPRICORN expresses his or her mischievous side with you.
The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic.
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so;
1-Difficult
ARIES(March 21-AprIl 19)
***** You get a boost this
morning from the Fall Equinox.
Others likely will be livelier than
expected. More and more, you
will see a close loved one lightening up. Seize the moment and
take off with this person.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
***** You might have had an
unusual dream or idea occur in
the night. Decide to follow
through on it; as a result, you
could see your energy level rise.
Detach from an issue, and you
will see a new path. Do not forget
a long-distance friend.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** You might want to
rethink a decision. Invite a loved
one to join you. Yes, tension
exists between the two of you,
but can you imagine how much
more stress there would be if you
chose not to invite this person?
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
*** What seemed effortless
suddenly becomes stressful.
Take a walk or jog to release
some tension. Physical activity is
a sedative of sorts for you. News
could be far more exciting than
you realize.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***** Put your heart into
your communication. You might
not be satisfied with the outcome
of a personal matter unless you

731-247-5422
270-293-2643
PRESCOTT
ROOFING
Over 28 Years
Experience
Zach 270-873-7700
David 270-227-1106
Al Shingles Hard Nailed

by Jacqueline Bluer
do. You do not need to be overserious -- just be authentic.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*** You might note an inclination to be more possessive and
less direct. Be aware of what you
offer and know what your expectations are. You could be surprised by a dear friend.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** You are energized by the
Sun moving into your sign. Make
phone calls in the morning, as
complications could interfere
with your plans. Once more, you
are not an island.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** Sleep in and rest up. You
could be exhausted by the
recent hectic pace. You know
what you want, but you could
undermine yourself if you do not
get sufficient R and R.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
**** Use the morning to the
max. Focus on a long-term
desire. You have the capacity to
make it happen. Help an uptight
friend relax a little. The experience will help you get to know
this person better.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** You are full of energy
and happy to share your afternoon. However, you do need the
morning for some "you" time. An
older person in your life makes
demands that you might be overwhelmed by.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
*** Use the daylight hours to
the max and plan on some private time. You will accomplish a
lot in this small window. Getting a
perspective on a situation has
been difficult for you as of late;
perhaps you have been too
tense.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
**** Clear out heavy responsibilities in the morning. You will
want to free up your schedule to
spend some quality time with
friends or a potential sweetie.
You work hard. Give yourself
permission to play hard.

Menus for the lunchrooms of the Calloway County Schools and
Murray City Schools for the week of Sept. 24-28 have been released
by April Adams, Calloway director, and Mallory Cathey, Murray
director. Menus, subject to occasional changes, based on availability,
are as follows:
CALLOWAY COUNTY
ww: whole wheat, wg: whole grain, rf: reduced fat, ff: fat free.
rs: reduced sugar. Milk and juice served daily.
Preschool and- Little Laker Harbour - Snack - Monday - cheese
& crackers; Tuesday - cereal; Wednesday - apple cinnamon toast;
Thursday - French toast bites; Friday - cocoa bar.
Breakfast - Monday - chicken biscuit; Tuesday - French toast
sticks w/syrup; Wednesday - cereal 84 toast; Thursday - bisuit
w/sausage gravy; Friday - muffin.
Lunch - Monday - spaghetti w/Texas toast, broccoli; Tuesday pizza, carrot sticks w/dip, applesauce cup; Wednesday - super nachos,
pinto beans; Thursday - chicken nuggets w/wg roll, tater tots, green
beans; Friday - cheeseburger, French fries, lettuce/tomato.
Elementaries - Snack - Monday - cheese & crackers; Tuesday
- cereal; Wednesday - apple cinnamon toast; Thursday - peanut butter & jelly sand.; Friday - cocoa bar.
Breakfast - (rs/wg cereal, wg, ww bread/toast, fruit, chef salad
served daily) Monday - chicken biscuit; Tuesday - pancake & sausage
on a stick w/syrup; Wednesday - muffin; Thursday - biscuit w/sausage
gravy; Friday - French toast sticks w/syrup.
Lunch - (fruit offered daily) Monday - spaghetti, corn dog, green
peas, glazed carrots, tossed salad; Tuesday - pizza, BBQ sand. on
wg bun, broccoli w/cheese sauce, corn on cob, coleslaw; Wednesday
- chicken nuggets w/wg roll, pimento cheeese sand. on wg bun,
mashed potatoes w/grvy, green beans, tossed salad, applesauce; Thursday - chicken quesadilla, grilled cheese sand, on wg bun, whole
potatoes, blackeyed peas, raw veggies; Friday - hot dog, peanut butter & jelly sand., baby carrots, pickle spears, applesauce, raisins.
Middle -(rs/wg cereal, wg, ww bread/toast, muffins, fruit, chef
salad served daily) Breakfast - Monday - sausage biscuit; Tuesday
- ham biscuit; Wednesday - breakfast pizza; Thursday - biscuit w/sausage
gravy: Friday - muffin.
Lunch (fruit served daily) - Monday - sweet & sour chicken
w/rice, pimento cheese sand., on wg bread, mixed greens, sweet potato casserole, raw veggies; Tuesday - BBQ plate w/wg roll, pizza.
baked beans, corn on the cob, tossed salad, mixed fruit; Wednesday
- soft shell taco, grilled chicken sand. on wg bun, refried beans,
mixed vegetables, raw veggies; Thursday - chicken nuggets w/wg
roll, corn dog, mashed potatoes w/gravy, green peas, tossed salad,
mixed fruit; Friday - hot dog, Turkey & cheese sand., broccoli, carrots, raw veggies.
wg/ww
bread/toast,
(rs/wg
cereal,
High
cheeseburgers/hamburgers/pizza, oven fries, deli sandwiches, fruits and
vegetables, chef salads served daily)- Breakfast - Monday - chicken biscuit; Tuesday - breakfast pizza; Wednesday - ham & cheese
biscuit; Thursday - biscuit w/sausage gravy; Friday - bacon & egg
biscuit.
Lunch - (fruit served daily) - Monday - chili dog, taco burger
on wg bun, tossed salad, tater tots, whole kernel corn, applesauce:
Tuesday - chicken quesadilla. BBQ ribette sand, on wg bun, raw
veggie dish, black beans, carrots; Wednesday - cheesy crispito. BBQ
chicken sand., sweet potato casserole, California blend vegetables,
cabbage; Thursday - chicken nuggets, hamburger, red & green pepper strips. mashed potatoes w/gravy, green beans, applesauce; Friday
- pizza spicy chicken sand., tossed salad, corn on the cob, baked
beans, applesauce.
MURRAY CITY
Milk and fruit served daily.
Murray Preschool/Head Start - Breakfast - Monday - French
toast sticks; Tuesday - biscuit & gravy; Wednesday - cereal/toast;
Thursday - mini pancakes; Friday - chicken biscuit.
Lunch - Monday - chicken sand., potato wedges; Tuesday Turkey roast/gravy, roll, sweet potatoes; Wednesday - Texas straw
hat (chili, cheeses, corn chips), corn; Thursday - cheeseburger., diced
potatoes; Friday - chicken alfredo, breadstick, cooked carrots.
Murray Elementary - Breakfast - (toast, cereal served daily) Monday - French toast sticks; Tuesday - biscuit & gravy; Wednesday - sausage biscuit; Thursday - cinnamon biscuit; Friday - chicken biscuit.
Lunch - Monday - buffalo chicken wrap. chicken sand., fresh
broccoli, potato wedges; Tuesday - Turkey roast/gravy, roll, hot ham
& cheese, sweet potatoes, green peas; Wednesday - Texas straw hat
(chili, cheese, corn chips), cheese pizza, tossed salad, corn; Thursday - chuckwagon sand., grilled cheese, diced potatoes, green beans;
Friday - chicken alfredo w/breadstick. cheeseburger, tossed salad,
cooked carrots.
Middle • Breakfast (toast, cereal served daily I • Monday French toast sticks; Tuesday - biscuit & gravy; Wednesday - sausage
biscuit; Thursday - cinnamon biscuit; Friday - chicken biscuit.
Lunch - Monday - buffalo chicken wrap, chicken sand., fresh
broccoli, potato wedges; Tuesday - Turkey roast/gravy, roll, hot ham
& cheese, sweet potatoes, green peas; Wednesday - Texas straw hat
(chili, cheese, corn chips), stuffed crust cheese pizza, tossed salad,
corn; Thursday - chuckwagon sand., cheeseburger, Mandarin orange
salad, diced potatoes. green beans; Friday - chicken alfredo w/breadstick, hot wings w/breadstick, tossed salad, cooked carrots.
High - Breakfast - (toast, cereal served daily) - Monday - French
toast sticks; Thesday - biscuit & gravy; Wednesday - sausage biscuit; Thursday - cinnamon biscuit; Friday - chicken biscuit.
Lunch - Monday - buffalo chicken wrap. chicken sand., chef
salad, fresh broccoli, potato wedges; Tuesday - Turkey roast/gravy,
roll, hot ham & cheese, grilled chicken salad, sweet potatoes, green
peas: Wednesday - Texas straw hat (chili, cheese, corn chips), stuffed
crust pepperoni pizza, Mandarin orange salad, tossed salad. corn;
Thursday - chuckwagon sand., cheeseburger, grilled chicken salad,
diced potatoes, green beans. Friday - chicken alfredo w/breadstick,
hot wings w/breadstick, chef salad, toned salad, cooked carrots.

COMICS / FEATURES
Weekend gardener nurtures
plants more than family
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Looking Back

Tea years ago
University, has been awarded a
Kera Henson was crowned Cal- scholarship by the Council for
loway County High School's 2002 Advancement and Support of EduDEAR ABBY: I am a 31-yearFootball Homecoming Queen.
cation to attend an institute in
old wife and mother My husband,
New members of Murray Rotary the summer of 1983.
'Jake,' works 40-plus hours a week,
Club are Hoyt Choate. Janet Brewwhile I am a stay-at-honne mom
Calloway County FFA Tobacco
er, Mark Manning and Heidi Grading Team won first place in
My daughter, who is almost 3,
Shultz.
keeps me on my toes.
State FFA Air-Cured Tobacco gradIn high school football,Calloway ing contest at the Kentucky State
In the evenings and on weekCounty Lakers beat Lone Oak Fair. Members are Jeffrey Paschall, ends. Jake does yard work or works
in the garden. I hate it because
25-0. Senior Jimmy Bynum car- Mike Wicker and Kathy ButterI'm with our
ried the ball 27 times for 149 worth.
daughter all
yards and scored three touchMurray's under 16 boys soccer
day,
every
downs.
team beat host Bowling Green with
day. and he
In high school football. Mur- an 8-1 victory. Arthur Wulff led
expects me to
ray High beat Russellville 35-21. the team with three goals.
watch
her
Senior Nathan Williams had 150
In college tennis, Mats Ljungwhile he's outyards on 15 carries.
man and Murray State doubles
side working.
Ribbon cutting ceremonies were teammate Bobby Montgomery
I
dislike
held for Campus Cafe, located
paired up to help the Racers
yard and garin the Dixieland Shopping Cen- defeat both Illinois State and
den work and
ter and Heath Scott, new in the Evansville in team competition
don't
like
investment department of BB&T during the MSU Invitational tourbeing outside
Bank.
unless I am
nament.
Twenty years ago
completely
Forty years ago
By Abigail
Naval Petty Officer Dana R.
comfortable. I
In memorial to Kathleen PatVan Buren
Armstrong, son of Ben and Pat terson, former teacher at Robertalso
have
health/physical issues that keep me
Armstrong, of Murray, was son Elementary School, a display
from being as active as I would
involved with relief efforts in of reprints of paintings dealing
like. Every weekend I feel my
South Florida following the land- with children have been placed
resentment and anger growing over
fall of Hurricane Andrew. Arm- in the hallway of Robertson
this issue.
strong, 23, is a crewmember School.
Jake says it is necessary for us
aboard USS Sylvania, a combat
Births reported include a boy
to have a garden, and I agree. But
stores ship.
to Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Cooper
why must I have all the responsiThe summer violin and viola Sept. 12; and a boy to Mr. and
bility of caring for our daughter even
students of Conny Ottway per- Mrs. Larry D. Babb Sept. 13.
on weekends? I'd like it if Jake
formed a recital at the Calloway
Fifty years ago
would stay in with us and give
Public
County
Library. They
L.E. Brown observed his 90th
up on some of the outside activincluded Chase Ottway, Will birthday Sept. 12.
ities. This is something we argue
Sampson, Tiana Thompson, Josh
Births reported include a boy
about at least once a week. What
Matin and Jessica Ottway. Other to Mr. and Mrs. Dave Maupin Sept. do you suggest? -- SECOND TO
students that joined in an earli- 18
A SHRUB IN OREGON
DEAR SECOND TO A SHRUB:
er recital were Paige Patterson,
Mr. and Mrs. Bernice B. Boys
While tending to the yard and the
Katy Watters and Penny Gill.
will observe their 50th wedding
garden may be necessary. it is also
In high school football.CalloWay anniversary Sept. 29.
very important for your husband
County Lakers beat Lone Oak 8Sixty years ago
to devote some time to nurturing
7. Sophomore Tyler Bohannon
Elected as cheerleaders at, Lynn
his relationship with his daughter.
started as quarterback and for- Grove High School were Anna
Mention that fact to him, and while
mer quarterback Matt Dennis was Miller, Peggy Butterworth, Wilma
you're at it, tell him she should
put in the tailback's slot.
Warren and Joette Lassiter.
be at least as important to him as
Thirty years ago
Births reported include a girl
the tomato plants and the zinnias.
Dennis Wayne Crawford, of to Mr. and Mrs. Victor Seaford
You should not be saddled with
Murray, was sworn in today as Sept. 12; a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
all the child care responsibilities
a Kentucky State Trooper and Raymond Higgins, Sept. 13: a
24/7. Marriages are like gardens.
assigned to the state police post girl to Earl and Rachel NorsworIf they're not given care and feedin Harlan.
thy, Sept. 13: and a boy to Mr. ing, they will wither as yours
Donna R. Herndon, director of and Mrs. John Sledd, Sept. 13.
appears to be doing.
alumni affairs at Murray State

Dear Abby

041900

DEAR ABBY: I'm engaged and
being warned soon I have always
had very close son-romantic relationships with males. I was raised
around guys, so it's natural for me
People told me that when I fell
in love with someone it would be
easier to let my male friendships
fall by the wayside. This hasn't
been the case
These friendships are the ones 1
prefer now more than ever. The
conversations are better. I find men
more emotionally stable than
women. They also let me talk without interrupting to give their opinions as women do.
I love my fiance dearly and he
has been incredibly understanding
about this, but I can tell it upsets
him. I have been known to talk
all night with friends, especially
when I'm overwhelmed. My fiance
is hurt that I don't come to him
with these issues, but he's in medical school and has his own stress.
Do I need to eliminate these
friendships that come so naturally
to me for the sake of my husband-to-be? Is it inappropriate for
me to have close male friends after
I'm married? -- PREFERS MEN
DEAR PREFERS MEN: Why
are you presenting the issue as all
or nothing? It's not. Nor is it inappropriate for you to keep close
male friendships after you marry - because that has been your lifelong practice.
However, I do think some behavior modification is in order. The
first thing you should do is cut
out the all-night dump sessions
with these men.
For one thing, the man you marry
should be your BEST friend and
the person you go to first to express
your concerns when you're overwhelmed. This is part of intimacy, and he may be feeling hurt
and shut out because you are denying that to him.
For another, he may have concerns of his own that he'd like to
discuss with you. Being on the
phone all night talking to someone else is really neglectful of the
man you love.

Today In History

Lifestyle changes can lower
high triglycerides
DEAR DOCTOR K: I recent- eragas can be especially tffective
ly had my cholesterol checked,
If lifestyle changes fail, therand it turns out I have high triglyc- apy will depend on the cause of
eride levels Why are high triglyc- your high triglycerides and their
erides dangerous? What can I do seventy For example, certain peoabout it?
ple have an inhented tendency
DEAR READER: What's often for high triglycerides that does
called a 'cholesterol test' really
not, on its own, seem to increase
measures three different kinds of the nsk of heart disease . In this
cholesterol and one other type of case, triglycerides levels may not
fat, triglyc- need to be treated.
erides. Most
High triglyceride levels may
people have also be caused by obesity or diets
heard of the high in saturated fat. Illnesses
three types of such as diabetes, chronic kidney
cholesterol: disease, underactive thyroid or liver
LDL ("bad') disease can increase triglyceride
cholesterol, levels. People who drink a lot of
HDL ('good') alcoholic beverages, even if they
cholesterol don't get liver disease, tend to
and total cho- have high triglycerides. Finally,
lesterol. But certain medications can sometimes
not aS many increase triglyceride levels: estroBy
have heard of gen, tamoxifen,retinoid medicines,
Dr. Anthony
triglycerides.
beta blockers, and medicines that
Komaroff
Triglyc- suppress the immune system are
erides are a type of fat that cir- examples.
culates in your blood. High triglycHigh triglyceride levels can
erides increase your risk for pan- also be directly treated. Statins
creatitis, or inflammation of the are commonly prescribed for lowpancreas. They also increase your ering high levels of 'bad' chorisk for heart disease and for stroke. lesterol, but they also effectively
Here's how triglyceride levels lower triglyceride levels. Another
are categorized:
option is,, a triglyceride-lowering
-- Normal. less than 150 mil- drug such as niacin or a fibrate.
ligrams per deciliter (mg/dL)
Fibrates such as gemfibrozil
-- Borderline high: 150 to 199 (Lopid) reduce the production of
mg/dL
triglycende in the liver. Moder-- High: 200 to 499 mg/dL
ate doses of a statin and a triglyc-- Very high: 500 mg/dL eride-lowering drug may also be
and above
combined.
Triglyceride levels can be
We have more information on
briefly raised by a recent fatty meal. triglycerides in our Special Health
So whenever cholesterol and Report, 'What to Do About High
triglycerides are measured,it is best Cholesterol." (Learn more about
if you have been fasting for 12 this report at AskDoctorK.com. or
hours beforehand. Those levels call 877-649-9457 toll-free to order
that are called "high" above apply it.)
to the fasting state.
For years, many doctors have
If you have elevated triglyc- focused on treating high levels of
erides -- even borderline high -- LDL ("bad") cholesterol and have
you should take steps to lower tended not to treat elevated levthem. Start with lifestyle changes els of triglycerides. Today there's
such as a healthy diet, exercise good evidence that triglycerides
and weight control. Cutting back should not be ignored.
on sugar-sweetened foods and bey-

Dr. Komaroff

Hints From 1101111ill

By the Associated Press
Today is Friday. Sept. 21, the
265th day of 2012. There are 101
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Sept. 21, 1912, magician
Harry Houdini first publicly performed his so-called "Chinese
Water Torture Cell" tric.k, at the
Circus Busch in Berlin, escaping
after being immersed upside-down
in a vertical water tank, his ankles
secured in a set of stocks which
made up the tank lid, which was
locked into place.
On this date:

In 1893, one of America's first
horseless carriages was taken for
a short test drive in Springfield.
Mass., by Frank Duryea, who had
designed the vehicle with his brother, Charles.
In 1897, the New York Sun
ran its famous editorial, written
anonymously by Francis P. Church,
which declared, "Yes. Virginia,
there is a Santa Claus."
In 1937, "The Hobbit," by
J.R.R. Tolkien, was first published
by George Allen & Unwin, Ltd.
of London.
In 1938, a hurricane struck

parts of New York and New England, causing widespread damage
and claiming some 700 lives.
In 1970, "NFL Monday Night
Football" made its debut on ABCTV. The Cleveland Browns defeated the New York Jets, 31-21.
In 1989, Hurricane Hugo
crashed into Charleston, S.C. (the
storm was blamed for 26 directly-caused U.S. deaths). Twentyone students in Alton. Texas, died
when their school bus, involved
in a collision with a soft-drink
delivery truck, careened into a
water-filled pit.
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YE.AH, BUT AS 7.14E OFFICE MANAGER,
I 'NOUGHT IT WAS IMPORTANT TO
SUPPORT MY
CO-WORKERS

M CO-WORKERS AND I "OCCUPIED"
-HE BREAK ROOM AU.. AFTERNOON
O DEMAND BETTER SNACKS IN 'NE
VENDINGCMAS)

Drop spoonfuls of batter onto a
baking sheet (ungreased) about
2 inches apart. Bake for 8-10
minutes. They brown quickly, so
watch them very carefully. Ovens
vary, so place the baking sheet
on the middle rack and stand by
for the first batch. These are
quick and easy treats that go
great with coffee. Want to know
some of my other favorite (family and friends) cake recipes?
Order my pamphlet by sending
$3 and a long, self-addressed,
stamped (65 cents) envelope to:
Heloise/Cake Recipes, P.O. Box
795001. San Antonio, TX 782795001. To easily release a cake
from the pan, be sure it's cool,
then run a knife around the edges.
— Heloise
SECURE SOFTWARE
Dear Heloise: I recently purchased a new printer. It included a CD of software that needed to be installed on my computer. Afterward, I taped the CD
to the back of the printer. I always
know where it is if I need it
again. This hiht can be used with
other devices, too, like copiers,
computers and fax machines. —
Katie in Des Moines, Iowa

Is' fire.'
HOW TO
TRAVEL HINT
HANDLE
Dear Heloise: Whenever I travYOUR
el, I program the hotel's phone
CANDLES
Dear number into my cellphone. Then
Readers: it is easily accessible if I need
Here
are to call the hotel to get direcvery tions, say I am running late, etc.
some
important It also has come in handy When
CANDLE my luggage was misplaced and I
SAFETY needed to give the airport my
HINTS from hotel information. I simply called
our friends at the National Can- the front desk, and the hotel prodle Association. Please take a vided the airport with the info
moment to read these reminders: needed. — A Reader in WashPlace candles on heat-resist- ington
ant candleholders that are large COOKIES FROM CAKE
Dear Heloise: You had a recipe
enough to catch wax. Make sure
the candleholders are placed on for making cookies from a boxed
a sturdy surface in a well-venti- cake mix. My friend has lost his
lated area, but not in the direct copy. He is diabetic and wanted
to know if this recipe would work
path of drafts, etc.
Trim down the wick before with the sugar-free cake mixes.
— Connie, via fax
burning. It should be 1/4 inch
Connie, here you go! This
long. Long wicks can cause uneven
burning. DO NOT burn a can- recipe should work with the sugardle all the way down. Discard when free cake mixes, too! Use your
favorite flavor cake mix and add
there is 2 inches of wax left.
NEVER leave a burning can- 1/4 cup of chopped nuts, raisins
dle unattended. Be sure the can- or chocolate chips. Here are the
dle is completely extinguished basic ingredients:
I (1825 ounces) box cake mix
before leaving the room or house.
2 eggs
— Heloise
112 cup vegetable oil
P.S.: Candles are lovely to
Preheat oven to 350 degrees
look at and can add a wonderful aroma, hut without correct F. Mix only the above ingredicautions, they can cause a dead- ents until blended in a mixing bowl.

by
Heloise

(02012 by King Features Syndicate Inc.
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Crosswords

( SOUNO LAKE
YOU, DEAR
"•
^

a

C11-1S-1-11\1(14)
ALTHOUGH NE
TENDS TO KEEP
TNE "DO NOT
DlSTURF 5IGN
OUT A LOT...

I HAVE &FEAT CONFIDENCE
IN DUSTIN. SOMEDAY
OPPORTUNITY WILL
KNOCK FOR HIM.

G

Ft PI IEL EI(ra)
I CAN NOW DISCLISS
CURRENT AFFAIRS

I'VE BEEN DOING A
LOT OF READING, LI2

HEY, THOSE VIKINGS ARE
RASCALS, AREN'T THEY?

STILL ON
CAAPTER
ONE

ACROSS
1
6
11
12
13
14
15
16
18
19
20
21
22
24
25
27
29
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
40
42
43

44
45

Beetle larvae
Earth's outside
Freshen
Antisocial sort
Like lambs
"Swan Lake" character
Comedian
Mag. workers
Kayo count
Employ
Souvenir shop buy
Conclusion
Piano parts
June 6,1944
Superman's home
Dismounted
Players' place
Lion's home
Conk out
Bus. card abbr.
Bender
Coffee dispenser
Musical princess
Opened, as a fastener
Lake swimmer
Mall business
Gold unit
Volumes
High homes

CHARLIE BROWN!YOU'VE 601
EXTRA 1,065!ARE THEY
FREE? I'LL TAKE TWO!

•

9 21

415
ki(1
:4

LOOK, MOM FREE DOGS!

LIFE 15
SORRY MOM
FULL OF
WON'T LET ME
HAVE A 006.. 05APPOINTME415

RADAR
DOGMA
EXILE
1111RRIN
PLEAD
INREND
EDIBLE
ROY
MOM
OWN
ARGO
HOBNOB
GREENSCREEN
LAIDIENT
OSLO
NTH
YEN
DET
RADISH
NAOM I
GABON
EGRET
CIBACK
SANDS
PERKS

1

2

3

4

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
17
23
24
26
27

"Don't be a baby!"
Modify
Wales is part of it
Writer Jonson
What "doice" means in music
Nearby
Gangster's gun
New York-based organization
Tejano singing star
Chic
Lose hope
Trickery
Clinic nickname
New Jersey capital
Modify

6

5

8
•

11

12

13

14
16

15

17

9

IC

18
21

19

DOWN
PlEAINIUTS(t1)

Crude shed
Subtract
Brightens
Ranch guests
Hot blood
Deplore

28
30
31
33
39
41

20UU
24
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22
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26
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29
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32
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PREP VOLLEYBALL:
CCA 3, MURRAY HIGH 0

CCA finishes
sweep of Murray

MURRAY STATE AT EASTERN ILLINOIS
SATURDAY•6:30 P.M.•O'BRIEN FIELD

DESPITE STRONG START, LADY
TIGERS COULDN'T HOLD OFF
BIG RALLY FROM WARRIORS

Ready or not

M ur

Car

1111
Fro
well
gale
and
out
1 th
that

If

test
tage
for
Car(
into

JACK KEES Ledger & Times

Murray High's Aisha Fields serves the ball to CCA in the
team's Fourth District matchup against the Lady Warriors

4TI DISTRICT
KUSAA STURM
School
TAB BROCKMAN / For the Ledger

(Above) Murray State head coach Chris Hatcher leads the Racers into OVC play on Saturday against Eastern Illinois
In Charleston.(Below) Murray State running back Jaamal Berry stiff arms a would-be tackler.

RACERS TRAVEL TO CHARLESTON FOR SHOWDOWN WITH MUCH-IMPROVED
EASTERN ILLINOIS TO OPEN UP OHIO VALLEY CONFERENCE PLAY

6-1(13-3)
3-2 (11-8)
1-5 (7-18)
1-6 (5-16)

head coach is sick and leaving
an assistant in charge of the varsity team for the first time makes
a tall order even taller.
The Lady Tiger volleyball
•See VOLLEYBALL, 16A

Ward,Putz cap off
big week for Tigers
with win over Cards
TIGERS WRAP UP THE WEEK 3-0
AGAINST SECOND DISTRICT AFTER
WIN OVER MAYFIELD THURSDAY
By RICKY MARTIN

PREP GIRLS SOCCER: MURRAY 10-, MAYFIELD 0

Lady Tigers rout Mayfield 10-0
McCuiston said. "It does give
you an opportunity though to
put some people in places that
they might not normally play,
and it allows you to see some of
your younger players do some
different things as well."
Murray High wasted little
time jumping out on Mayfield.
as Chloe Farris netted a leftfooted strike just over a minute
in the contest to give the Lady
Tigers a 1-0 lead.
Just over a minute later, Liz
Armstrong found senior Lindey
Hunt, who burned her first goal
of the night to put Murray High
up 2-0. Moments later, Kayla
Vertourg added to the lead, heading in a goal off a corner kick

Dia (Overmil)
7-1 (11-5)

PREP BOYS SOCCER:
MURRAY 5, MAYFIELD 1

By RICKY MARTIN
Saturday
Sports Editor
Murray State at
Coming off a strong performance against Missouri
Eastern Illinois
State last Saturday, linebacker When: Saturday 6 30 pm
Jujus Williams said he finally Where: OBnen Field. (Charleston, It
Radio: WFGS, 103 7 FM
believes the Murray State TV:
Racer TV Network
it
where
defense is close to
2012 Records Murray State 1-2 (0-0.
OVC), Eastern Illinois (1-2, 0-0 OVC)
needs to be.
Last Meeting: Murray State rallied for a
They will have a chance to 36-27
victory over Eastern Illinois at Roy
prove that on Saturday.
Stewart Stadium on Oct 15 2011
For one of the first times
under head coach Chris as well as a near, double-overHatcher, the Racers enter an time upset of No. 15 ranked
Ohio Valley Conference match Illinois State last week, Murray
with what, on paper, looks like State running back Jaamal
Berry thinks the Racer offense
an inferior offense.
Murray State travels to stacks up just fine.
"We have very good playCharleston this weekend to take
on Dino Barbers' Eastern makers all over the field, and
Illinois team, which leads the we have the best quarterback in
OVC in points (40.3) and yards the league in our opinion,"
Berry said. "We haven't really
(458.3) per game.
"They have a good football struggled moving the ball much
team and very good head in the first few games, we have
coach," Hatcher said of the just had some trouble scoring,
Panthers. "They have really but we think we have that
moved the ball well in their first worked out."
Racer
Meanwhile, the
three games, and they have
been lighting up the scoreboard, defense appears to have settled
so we have to be ready defen- in quickly after a shaky start to
the 2012 season.
sively to answer the bell."
Murray State gave up 393
While Eastern Illinois has
turned heads with a victory over
•See RACERS, 16A
in-state rival Southern Illinois

By RICKY MARTIN
Sports Editor
The Murray High Lady
Tigers are far from healthy.
Their win over Mayfield on
Thursday night, however, was.
With seven players currently
out or nursing an injury. the
Lady Tigers didn't look like they
had missed a beat against the
Lady Cardinals on senior night,
as Murray High coasted to a 100 win in a game that never ainv
the second half.
Mickey
coach
Head
McCuiston said the victory was
more about trying playas out in
some different positioes:
"You don't really balm anything from a game like this."

Community Christ
Christ.Fellowship
Marshall County
Calloway County
Murray

By JACK KEES
Assistant Sports Editor
Fourth
the
on
Taking
District's top team is tough
enough, but doing so when your

from MacKenzie Downey.
With just over 33 minutes left
to play in the half. Armstrong
got a goal of her own unassisted,
pushing the Lady Tigers in front
4-0 just seven minutes into the
Second District tilt.
Farris would find Allyson
Futrell six minutes later for the
fifth goal of the night. then Hunt
scored her second goal of the
match at the 24 minute mark.
Three minutes later Lyssie
Wright found Natalie Adams for
Murray High's seventh goal, and
Armstrong netted her second of
the night moments later after a
deflection in front of the
Mayfield goal.
Wright would find Downey

41111

}-

2111 DISTRICT
DIIIININIS(1)

School

Diet(Over)

Murray High
Graves County
Marshall County
Calloway County

6-0(13-1)
4-2 (12-3)
3-3 (8-4)
3-5 (7-6)

Mayfield

0-6(0-13)

to put the Lady Tigers up 9-0
with just over 10 minutes left to
play, and Wright would then finish the scoring in stoppage time
of the first half off an assist from
Taylor Richerson.
"1 thought we took good
shots, and we possessed the ball
U See LADY TIGERS, 15A

Sports Editor
Jim Baurer couldn't have
drawn up this week much better
for his Murray High Tigers.
Aside from losing starting
forward Preston Merriss to a
knee injury in Tuesday's victory
over Graves County, Baurer and
the Tigers wrapped up quite a
week in Second District play,
earning three wins over three
different opponents in four days,
capping it off with a 5-1 senior
night victory over Mayfield.
"That's quite a stretch right
there," Baurer said with a smile.
"I'm very pleased with how we
have been playing, and this is
the best possible time for us to
be playing our best soccer.
"It's been an exciting four
days, and it won't get any easier."
Murray High was led by senior Alex Ward in Thursday's victory over the Cardinals. Ward
assisted on the Tigers' first and
third goals of the night, then

scored one of his own, as the
Tigers appear to be rolling entering the next-to-last weekend of
the regular season.
After battling through a
scoreless first 30 minutes, Ward
found Shafer Putz on a through
ball up the middle and Putz took
care of the rest, netting the first
Tigers' goal after several missed
opportunities.
Eight minutes later, freshman

4

he
DISTRC-".
STRUMS
till

School
Calloway County
Marshall Couny
Murray High
Mayfield
Graves County

Dist.(Overail)
5-2 (7-3-1)
4-1 i9-3-2)
4-2 (5-5-1)
1-5 (3-7)
1-5(5-9-2)

Cole Riley capitalized on a
penalty kick after being turned
over inside the box by the
Mayfield keeper.
Even though the Tigers carried a 2-0 lead into intermission,
Baurer was far from pleased.
"We just didn't execute very
well in the first half," he said,
"which was a little disappointing after playing what I thought
were three great halves entering
tonight. We weren't very aggressive out of the opening, and I
thought that might have cost us a
few goals there early on."
Murray High still didn't have
the offense rollirig out of the

break,. waiting until just over
three minutes left in the game to
pick up its third goal of the
night, this one coming as a slow
roller off the foot of junior Alex
Trzepacz.
Trailing 3-0, the Cardinals
got their lone goal of the night
off a penalty kick from Manny
Pineda with just over two min•See TIGERS, 15A
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From Page 14A
utes left to play, but the Tigers
would add two more before the
final whistle.
Lucas Anderson found Ward
to push Murray High ahead 4-1,
then Putt picked up. his second
goal of the night in stoppage
time for the final margin.
"It's a big win for us, there's
no question about it," Baurer

ILCOITI

said afterwards. "Every district
win we can get right now, is a big

one, and to finish the week
strong like we did with a win
tonight, I thought that showed a

ay

lot about the character of our
guys."
Baurer was also impressed
with how his team rebounded
after the loss of Merriss, who is
slated for an MRI on his injured
right knee today.
"That was one thing I was
anxious to see, was how we
played without him," Baurer
said. "I thought there early on
you could sort of see that his

kDY

RS

presence was missed, but as the
game went on I thought we real-

RICKY MARTIN / Ledger & Times

ly stepped up and filled that void
as best as we could."
While Baum/ said it's still
uncenain whether or not Merriss
will return to the pitch this season, the Tiger bead coach said
he feels confident that the team
he has now will continue its
great run heading into the weekend and then into the final week
of Second District play.
"I think the guys that we are
putting out there right now are
playing exceptionally well, and
they will continue to do so as we
move forward," Baurer said.
The Tigers will return to
action on Saturday, resuming
play with Paducah Tilghman in
a game that was postponed due
to inclement weather last week.
The Tornado were ahead 1-0
when play was suspended.
"We won't get any rest,"
Baurer said, "but we will be just
fine. We have confidence in
what we are doing right now,
and everything right now is
geared towards the district tournament."

Murray High senior Lindey Hunt battles a Mayfield player for a loose ball during Thursday's 10-0 blanking of the Lady
Cardinals at The Mallary France Soccer Complex.

•Lady -Tigers ...
From Page 14A
well," McCuiston

aid. in a

game like this, with senior night
and all of that, it's easy to come
out and not be very focused, but
I thought we were tonight and
that was good to see."
Mayfield opened up the contest with a significant disadvantage, only traveling 10 players
for the game, and the Lady
Cardinals never moved the ball
into the attacking third during

the game.
With the win. Murray High
moves to 13-1 on the season.
and sends out one of the most
decorated senior classes in
school history.
As sophomores. the Class of
2013
dethroned
Marshall
County as the queens of the First
Region, ending .the Lady
Marshals' I5-year reign as
regional champions. As juniors.
they helped Murray High go

back-to-back with a secondstraight regional title and are
looking to make it a three-peat
in just a few weeks.
McCuiston said this senior
class has been something to
marvel at.
1 mean you really just can't
say enough about what they
have done," McCuiston said.
-This is not only a talented
group of girls, but they are a
good group too. They are

extremely close and have been
huge in what we have been able
to accomplish over the past few
seasons.
-The best news is, they still
aren't done."
The Lady Tigers will travel to
the Tates Creek Soccer
Showcase this weekend before
returning to Second District play
next week, traveling to Graves
County before hosting Marshall
County.

Beltran leads Cardinals past former team

ler & Times
:A in the
Warriors

ES
Editor
Fourth
is tough
hen your
id leaving
the varme makes
solleyball
16A

R.B. FALLSTROM
games remaining. Los Angeles
AP Sports Writer
played later at Washington.
St. Louis has won four in a
ST. LOUIS (AP) — Carlos
Beltran appears to be getting his row,capitalizing on a break in the
stroke back. Good timing for the schedule. There's more sub-5(X)
St. Louis Cardinals' final playoff opposition ahead in the final trip
'of the year, with three in Chicago
push.
Beltran snapped a sixth-inning beginning Friday and three more
tie with a two-run, pinch-hit dou- in Houston.
"Our vibe's four games betble and Allen Craig hit a threerun homer, powering the ter," manager Mike Matheny
Cardinals to a 5-4 victory said. "That's about it. We're really
Thursday that held their cushion trying to enjoy each one and realize how much we're putting on
in the NL'wild-card ra& — •
The Cardinals moved 2.5 each game as a club. Not looking
games ahead of the Dodgers fir forward to anything except the
the second wild-card spot with 12 next one."

The urgency was reflected in
Matheny's decision to go to
Beltran, slumping much of the
second half, so early.
"They told me if a situation
came up where guys were in
scoring position, they were going
to use me," Beltran said. "So I'm
not surprised. The manager is the
one making the calls and I just
have to be ready when he needs
rue."
BeltratfOlotitsle put St. Louis
up 5-3, rewarding Jaime Garcia
(5-7) for keeping it close. They
took care of business against the
lowly Astros, who absorbed their

102nd loss while leading for a
Single inning in the three-game
series. ,
The Cardinals were 6-0 at
home against Houston, their first
season series sweep in St. Louis
since 1996.
Houston did its best to hang
tough.
"It definitely was a good series
for us," said Justin Maxwell. who
had an RBI double and two nice
catches in right field. "We know
what they're playing for over
there. We're not going to hand
anything to anyone."

RICKY MARTIN / Ledger & nines
Murray High's Alex Ward battles Mayfield's Manny Pineda
for this ball during Thursday's Tiger victory.
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Get CRAZY REAL and talk to your child
about drugs and alcohol. They will listen.
Look for our CRAZY REAL
campaign this semester in
our middle schools.

•
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Students ranked parents second only to
health authorities as a believable source
for information regarding alcohol.

762-7332
www.ccasap.com

VISIT US AT WWW.TENNESSEETRACTOR.COM
Calloway County Alliance
for Substance Abuse Prevention

"like" us on Facehook for a chance to win a $25 Gas Card!

1:11 JOHN DEERE

facebook.com/callowaycountyasap
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Haverstock Insurance Agency
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Prep Boys Soccer
Thursday
Murray High 5, Mayfield 1
Heath 8, St Mary 0
Paducah Tilghman 6 Ballard Memorial 0
Tngg Co 1 Unrverstry Heights 1
Today
St Mary at Dawson Springs 7 15 pm
Prep Girls Soccer
Thursday
Murray High 10 Mayfield 0
Paducah Tilghman 3 Ballard Memorial 0
Marshall Co 10 University Heights 1
Prep Volleyball
Thursday
CCA 3, Murray High 0
Fulton City 2. Reidland 1
Fulton Co. 3, Union City. Tenn 0
Graves Co 2, Hickman Co 0
Heath 2. Cartisle Co 1
National League
East Division
W
L Pct
z-Washington
91 58.611
Atlanta
86 64.573
76 74.507
Philadelphia
New York
66 83.443
Miami
66 84 440
Central Division
W
L Pct
z-Cancinnat
91 59 807
St. Louts
80 70.533
tiativiaukee
77 72.517
74 75.497
Pittsburgh
Chicago
58 92.387
48 102 320
Houston
West Division
W
L Pct
87 63.580
San Francisco
77 73513
Los Angeles
74 75 497
Anzoria
72 78 480
San Diego
58 91 389
z-clinched playoff berth

GB
5.5
15.5
25
255
GB
11
13.5
16.5
33
43
GB
10
12.5
15
28.5

Thursday's Games
St. Lours 5, Houston 4
Cincinnati 5, Chicago Cubs 3
San Diego 6, Anzona 5
San Francisco 9. Colorado 2
Milwaukee 9, Pittsburgh 7
Washington 4, LA Dodgers 1
Philadelphia 16, N.Y. Mets 1
Friday's Gaines
St Louis (C.Cancenter 0-0) at Chicago
Cubs (Voistad 3-10), 220 p.m
Atlanta (Hanson 12-8) at Philadelphia
(K Kendrick 9-11), 7:05 p.m.
Milwaukee (Marcum 5-4) at Washington
(E.Jackson 9-10). 705 p.m.
L.A. Dodgers (Blanton 9-13)at Cincinnati
(Arroyo 12-8), 710 p.m.
Miami (Ja.Tumer 1-2) at N.Y Mets
(Niese 11-9), 710 p.m.

Pittsburgh (Locke 0-1) at Houston
(E Gonzalez 2-1), 8.05 pm
Arizona (Miley 15-10) at Coaxed°
(D Pomeranz 1-9), 8 10 p m
San Diego (C Keay 2-1) at San
Francisco (Vogelsong 12-9), 10 15 p m
Saturday's Games
Milwaukee at Washington, 1.05 p.m
St Louts at Chicago Cubs, 1 05 p m
MiatmatNY Mats, 1 10 p m
Atlanta at Pritadelphia 405 p .
111
L A Dodgers at Cincinnati. 406 p.m
Pittsburgh at Houston. 706 p m
Anzona at Colorado, 8 10 p m
San Diego at San Francisco, 9 05 p m
Sunday's Games
Miami at NY Mets. 1 10 p.m
Atlanta at Philadelphia. 1 35p m
Milwaukee at Washington, 1:35 p m
Pittsburgh at Houston. 2:05 p m
St Louis at Chicago Cubs, 2:20 pm
Arizona at Colorado, 3 10 p m.
San Diego at San Francisco. 4.05 pm
LA Dodgers at Cincinnati 805 pm
American League
East Division
W
L Pct GB
New York
86 63.577
Baltimore
1
85 64.570
80 70 533 6.5
Tampa Bay
Boston
19
68 83 450
Toronto
66 824.46 19.5
Central Division
W
L Pot
Chicago
81 68.544
Detroit
79 70.530
2
Kansas City
68 81 456
13
Cleveland
62 88.413 19.5
Minnesota
62 88 413 19.5
West Division
W
L Pct GB
Texas
88 60 595
Oakland
85 64.570 35
Los Angeles
81 68.544 75
Seattle
70 80.467
19
Thursdays Games
Cleveland 4, Minnesota 3, 10 innings
Oakland 12, Detroit 4
NY Yankees 10, Toronto 7
Tampa Bay 7. Boston 4
Kansas City 4. Chicago Mate Sox
.3
Texas at L.A Angels, 10 05 p m
Friday's Games
Minnesota (Deduno 6-4) at Detroit
(Porcello 9-12), 705 p.m
Oakland (J Parker 11-8) at N Y Yankees
(Sabathia 13-6), 7:05 p m
Baltimore (Mig.Gonzalez 6-4) at Boston
(Lester 9-12), 710 p.m
Toronto (Villanueva 7-5) at Tampa Bay
(Shields 14-9), 7 10 p.m.
Cleveland (Masterson 11-14) at Kansas
City (Mendoza 7-9), 8 10 p m
Chicago White Sox (Peavy 11-11) at LA
Angels iE Santana 8-12), 10.05 p.m

•Volleyball ...
game.
From Page 14A
"We definitely have the skills
team was looking to pick up
another district win after drop- to beat every team, but we've
ping Tuesday's game to just got to keep the intensity
Marshall County, and came out level up,- she said. "In the first
looking like they had enough game with CCA, we had some
energy to take down Community trouble with some of their
Christian Academy, however servers, but we did much better
and didn't allow as many points
they dropped the match 3-0.
The team began with a big (off serves), but we still allowed
run, and at one point, led the too many. We've got to tighten
Lady Warriors 16-11 in the first down and make the necessary
set. Community Christian put adjustments."
The Lady Tigers stuck with
together a 5-1 run from that
point, and eventually tied the CCA through the early part of
game at 17 each. From there, the the third set, never falling
visiting team went on an 8-3 run behind by more than two points
until the score was 8-5, and got
to take the set, 25-20.
Acting head coach Megan within three points again when
Berberich said the strong start the score hit 14-11, but from that
was nothing out of the ordinary point, the Warriors went on to
for the team, as they always lead 22-12. Murray did manage
have the proper energy and atti- to make a small run at the end of
tude at the beginning of the the set, but it was too little too
late, and the Waniors would
match.
"We usually try to come out hold on to. win the set and the
every game ready to go, ready to match.
Berberich said the team knew
win, and we know that this team
is in the district, so we've got to it would have to be all or nothdo what we can to win and get as ing in order to take the win and
possibly turn it around, but they
fired up as we can," she said.
The Tigers did not start the just couldn't overcome the big
second set like the first, in fact, disadvantage.
"You don't really have a
CCA was the team with all the
momentum from the start, jump- choice when it is a do-or-die siting out to a 10-2 lead. Murray uation," she said, "you try to
took a bit of an edge from that make the best of it to win at all
point, and eventually cut the costs."
The Lady Lakers wrapped up
Warrior lead to 21-18, however
they would turn out. to be too their district schedule with
Thursday's loss, and ended with
.-19.
strong, and win the set, 25
Berberich said the team a 1-7 record in eight district
knows they have the talent to games. They will head to the
compete in the district, however Quad State Invitational before
there is always something lead- wrapping up the season with
ing to the Tigers dropping the five First Region games.

Sell Your
for only
Display your car, truck,
SUV, boat or motorcycle
in a high-traffic location
for only VI per day.

TAB BROCKMAN / For the Ledger
Murray State quarterback Casey Brockman is looking to
lead the Racers past Eastern Illinois on Saturday.

From Page 14A
yards through the air against
Central Arkansas, while holding the Bears to just 30 yards on
the ground in a week two loss.
Williams said stopping the
run was something the Racers
had been focusing on and executing well in games, but now,
with added pressure from the
defensive line, the secondary is
beginning to take shape in making the Murray State defense a
formidable one.
"The defensive line getting
pressure helps us out tremendously," said Williams, who
picked off Missouri State quarterback Ashton Glaser in last
Saturday's win. "It just allows
us to drop more people back in
coverage and to make plays
back there."
Murray State safety Brandon
Wicks sealed the game with an
interception with just under a
minute left to play on Saturday,
and Berry said even he is seeing
a vast improvement in the
defense, an area that should
make all the difference if the
Racers come out of Saturday's
conference opener victorious.
"Those first two games I
watched a lot from the sideline
because of my injury," Berry

said, "and I can see the defense
getting better and really just
stepping up to make plays. We
need them to keep that up on
Saturday."
The Racers certainly aren't
slouches on the offensive side
of the ball, let's not forget, and
are averaging 489 yards of total
offense against teams not
named Florida State this season.
Also, while the Racers are
allowing 490 yards off offense
per game, the Eastern Illinois
defense has been spotted for
515 yards per game through
three contests this season.
The Panthers opened the
2012 campaign with a convincing 49-28 victory over the
Salukis, but have since fallen to
Western Michigan and Illinois
State on the road.
Eastern
Illinois
enters
Saturday's contest ranked fifth
in the nation in total offense
behind quarterback Jimmy
Garoppolo, while the Racers
currently sit 12th.
"We hope it's not a shootout,
because we have 'faith in our
defense," Hatcher said. "If it
turns out to be a high-scoring
affair. I know that our offense is
up for the challenge."
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Hosted by the Murray State University
Hutson School of Agriculture

Saturday, Sept. 22, 2012
9 am to 4 pm

Hutson School
of Agriculture
Murray State Pullen Farm Complex

al

(Located on the corner of 94 W and Doran Road)

Concessions Available
T-Shirts & Pumpkins Available For Purchase

rn

Climbing Wall Corn Jump Pit
Rubber Duck Races
Pony Rides - Pedal Tractors
Barn Slide
Petting Zoo
Pumpkin Painting

2012 Corporate
onsors
• Allegro Fine Foods
• Kentucky Farm Bureau
• Kentucky Department
of Agriculture
• Kentucky Corn
Growers Association

Fall On the Farm 5 on5ors
• Eric Howell Grain • The Murray Bank • Dwain Taylor Chevrolet
• Calloway County Conservation District • Prairie Farms • Fella • Furches Farms
• Huston, Inc. • Murray Animal Hospital • Stahler Farms • Parker Ford
• H&R AgriPower • Calloway County Chiropractic • Heritage Bank • Workman Tobacco Seed
i
tp• KY Soybean Promotion Board • River Valley Ag Credit • Ag Connections ..41,
AO ,....

For more details call (270) 809-3327
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